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PREFACE 

The experimental method employed in this study is 

not just limited to the investigation of the 

interparticle forces presented between the particles. 

It can be used for aggregation studies, as a model for 

the interactions that occur in electrorheological 

fluids, and may be employed a an optical switching 

device. I encourage the extension of this technique to 

these other applications as well as investigating the 

effects of surface chemistry, pH, etc. on the 

interparticle interactions. I, also, encourage further 

work on the ferrofluid composite systems. I strongly 

belive that these systems can be understood and that the 

information obtained will further our understanding of 

the interactions present in colloidal systems. 

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to my thesis 

advisor, Dr. B. J. Ackerson, and my thesis committee for 

their help and understanding during this investigation. 

The Department of Physics has also been instrumental to 

the successful completion of this work. 

I wish to thank people like Wayne Vincent, Aslam 

Chowdhury, Eddie Behrens, and Guy Gilland for all of 

their constructive criticism, advice and useful 
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suggestions. 

I would like to express to my close friends -

Thank you for putting up with me during these hectic and 

difficult times especially when it seemed that I really 

was looney. (P.S. I do believe that one day I will 

write that book.) 
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CHAPTEF.: I 

INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

Introduction 

Physicists and chemists have always been interested 

in the nature of and the control of intermolecular 

These intermolecular forces in turn give rise 

to the interparticle forces stabilizing the colloidal 

I 

particles in suspension. Th~ stabilization forces 

between particles are responsible for the overall 

behavior of colloidal substances. 
I 

One example of interparticle forces between 

colloidal particles producing dramatic results in a 

colloidal suspension is an electrorhelogical fluid 

et n al. ( 1'388) J. These fluids flow normally until an 

electric field is applied. When the field is applied 

the fluid changes in character - the fluid's viscosity 

increases with the applied field - due to the 

interaction between the suspended particles and the 

applie?d held. The interaction between the particles 

and the field leads to the formation of chains of 

particles aligned parallel to applied field. Simi lax 

behavior has been observed in ferrofluids (the magnetic 

1 
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counter part of the electrorhelogical fluid). [Jc•rdan 

(1'973); P•:•pplewell, et. al. (1'381); Rc•sensweig (1985); 

01i kazumi, et. al. ( 1'387); M•::or•::OZ•:•v, et. al. ( 1~~87) J In 

ferrofluid composite systems, a ferrofluid in which 

mbhodispersed micron sized p6lymer spheres have been 

suspended, it has been obser~ed that the suspended 

spheres behave as interacting magnetic dipole holes. 

It is important for the development of new 

materials or the modification of present materials to 

specific applications to ide1tify and to quantify the 

interactions responsible for iPhenomena present. 

Recently, there have been twq methods by which the 

intermolecular forces have been measured. In the m•::ore 

well known experiment, the Israelachvili box, 

microscopic forces are measu~ed between two macroscopic 

plates or crossed cylinders. This is a direct force 

! 
versus separ at i c•n e:.-;per i mfant ·! 1-k•wev!:r, i ·t uses t •.No 

macroscopic surfaces: thus, ~esults must be extrapolated 

to the colloidal regime. Th~ second experiment is semi-

mi c r osc •=•P i c. This work pres~nted by Prieve (1987 and 

1989) measures the forces present between a colloidal 

sized particle and a macroscopic plate. This method 

must incorporate the effects of thermal motion due to 

the Brownian mov~ment of the colloidal particles. The 

study presented here is a method by which interparticle 

forces can be examined between colloidal particles, thus 

extending both of the previous works to the microscopic 



3 

level. 

Particle-Particle Interactions 

Particle-particle interactions arise from more 

commonly known intramolecular and intermolecular forces. 

The origin of intermolecular forces has its basis in the 

Hellman-Feynman theorem. The Hellman-Feynman theorem 

states that once the distributions of the electron 

clouds have been determined from the solution of the 

Schrodinger equation, the intermolecular forces may be 

calculated on the basis of classical electrostatics. 

Eisr<aelad1vili (1'385)] M•:•re simply stated, 

intermolecular forces are strictly electrostatic in 

However, these forces can be classified into 

major categories which are more easily discussed. 

Two bodies interact through a) direct forces of 

molecular origin - van der Waals; b) solvent forces -

liquid structural forces, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic interactions; c) electrostatic forces 

double-layer forces; and d) others - adhesion, steric 

[J:srat?lachvili (l'38lJ; l\linham (l'~JH2l; 

Overbeek (1984JJ The distinction between these is 

strictly artificial and such forces may not always be 

independent or superimposable. 

Lc•ndon-.. ·van de_r_ Waal!::; Interactions 
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In 1873, J.D. van der Waals attempted to explain the 

behavior of imperfect gases by incorporating the finite 

size of the molecules and the observed attraction 

betwt-:?en them. [Tabor, e·t. al. (19f./3)] Similarly, an 

attraction has been observed in colloidal suspensions in 

the form of coagulation and flocculation which has been 

attributed to the same type of interaction. 

van der Waals was put on a firmer foundation by London 

(1'330) [V~=rwey, et. al. (1.'348:>; Dzyalc•shins;!di, f.~t. al. 

C1961)J who showed that this attraction arose quantum 

mechanically when second-order perturbation theory was 

applied to the electrostatic interactions between two 

dipoles, hence, the reference to the London-van der 

Waals attraction. This theory has been applied and the 

forces measured directly, revealing two regions of 

attraction - normal and retarded. Howe...,,.er , i n most 

cases the retarded van der Waals forces are unimportant. 

Even though these forces are quantum-mechanical in 

origin, one may gain an intuitive understanding 

from the following example: 

Consider a non-polaY atom or molecule, 
i.e. an atom or molecule whose time averaged 
dipole moment is zero. At any given instant 
in time a finite dipole moment exists due to 
the instantaneous positions of the electrons 
of the system with respect to the protons of 
the system. This instantaneous dipole moment 
gives rise to an electric field which in turn 
polarizes any nearby neutral atom or molecule. 
This then orients the instantaneous dipole 
moment of the nearby body, creating an 
interaction between the two, and this time 
av~?raged for•:e is finite. [Israel<::tchvili (1985)] 



A simple semiquantitative explanation may also be 

developed [Jsraelachvili (1985)]. Consi del~ the 

interaction between two Bohr atoms. ThE? small est 

distance between the electron and the proton is aor the 

This is the radius at which the coulomb 

energy is equal to 2hv 1 or 

e 2 I ( 4 n & ... a ... ) == 211 v 1.1 

where e is the charge of the electron, n is Planck's 

constant, and v is the orbiting frequency of the 

5 

For a Bohr atom v is 3.3 x 10 1 ~ s- 1 , with h -

2.2 x 10- 19 J qives 

ao ;::: 0. 05~3 n m. 

This is the radius at which the energy of the electron 

is equal to the energy needed to ionize the atom - the 

first ionization p•:•b?ntial :r. 

The Bohr atom is inherently neutral, it has no 

permanent dipole moment. However, at any given moment 

in time, it does have an instantaneous dipole moment 

~~i ven by 

!.! = ·,-a'"" e 

This instantaneous dipole moment has a field which 

polarizes a nearby neutral atom, giving rise to an 

attractive interaction that is analogous to the 

interaction observed between a dipole and an induced 

dip•:•le. 

This interaction has an energy given by 



where aQ is the electronic polarizability of the second 

Bohr atom~ which may be approximated as 

St.tbstitut:ing fc•l·- a-=· in equ<:\tion !.3? thf!~ intE1lpc:\ction 

energy is approximated as 

V(y):::: - a,:::.:;;:: ~v I (4n &.:::.) 2 ~~e. ]. r.:· . " ._) 

Except for a constant equation I.5 is the same as that 

first derived by London using the quantum mechanical 

perturbation theory. London's expression for the 

interaction energy between two atoms or molecules is 

V(r) ··- -3 a.:::.2 i-'iv I 4 (4 n &.;;;.):;;: ·r-s 

This is often expressed as 

I.7 

For two dissimilar atoms London showed that 

1··,,.' ( r ) = - ~3 a •::- :t. a o2 I 1 I ::~ / 2 ( 4 n & •• ,,) ~-;;: r f!:. ( I :L + I :::::) 

London's equation has since been superseded by more 

exact treatments CMcLaclan (1963)] but gives fairly 

accurate results. These results are generally lower 

than measured values. 

These forces are generally referred to as 

dispersion torces and are only one component of what is 

collectively termed the London-van der Waals force. The 

London-van der Waals force is made up of an induc~ion 

force, an orientation force, and a dispersion force, but 

all vary with the inverse sixth power of distance. 

[Israel ,-achvi 1 i ( 1'385) J 
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The induction force corresponds to the permanent 

moment in one of the molecules polarizing the second 

molecule and the interaction of the induced moments in 

the second with the first molecule. 

( 1 '367)] This induction force also arises from a second-

order perturbation. The interaction energy may be 

~)(r) --

.... C:Lo·,c::t / rE. 

Equation I.8 Eis1raelachvili (1'385)] takes into accotmt: 

the interaction of the permanent dipole of molecule 1 

with the polarization of the molecule 2 and the 

interaction of the permanent dipole of molecule 2 with 

the polarization of the molecule 1. 

The orientation force results from the definite 

orientational dependence of the dipole moments (induced 

or permanent). The Boltzmann distribution can be used 

to determine the orientational distribution of the 

mol E?CUl f.?S. The angle averaged dipole-dipole interaction 

energy for the orientation force may be written as 

Cisraelachvili C1985)J 

This orientation interaction is also referred to the as 

the Keesom interaction. 

The dispersion-London forces generally exceed the 

dipole-dependent induction and the orientation forces. 



(See Table 1) Therefore, for practical purposes one 

need only consider the dispersion-London term. 

TABLE 1 

INDUCTION, ORIENTATION, AND DISPERSION ENERGY 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TOTAL VAN DER WAALS 

ENERGY IN A VACUUM FOR PAIRS OF 
MOLECULES AT 273 K. 

C IN 10-79 J ms. 

Molecules c~nd 

Ne-Ne 0 0 4 
CH4-CH4 0 0 102 
HCl-HCl 6 11 106 
HI-HI 2 0.2 370 
H20-H20 1t) 96 33 
HCl-HI 7 1 197 
H20-CH4 9 0 58. 

[From Table X in Israelachvili C1985)J 

For macroscopi.c bodies, such as colloidal 

particles, the interparticle separation is generally 

greater than the interatomic distances within the 

particle. Thus, interacting particles are insensitive 

to atomic detail and one can treat the particle as a 

macroscopic continuum CParsegian, et. al. (1971)]. 

Using this approach Hamaker in 1936 and 1937 derived 

equations for the attractive forces between two 

8 



particles [Overbeek C1977)J. Hamaker's formulation only 

incorporated the normal London-van der Waals 

Hamaker derived his results by dividing the 

interaction into two parts - a part attributed to the 

interactions of the atoms that comprise the particle and 

the part referring to the geometries of the particles. 

The portion related to the material has been reduced to 

The constant A Cor B for retarded cases), 

the Hamaker constant, is dependent only on the 

interactions of the atoms or molecules of the material. 

Note: fol~ most practical applications in th<;7.> study of 

colloidal stability only the nonretarded van der Waals 

forces are important [Overbeek (1977)]. To undel~ st e:md 

this relationship Cthe separation of the geometric part 

from the constant part); consider again the interaction 

energy between atoms or molecules, 

VC1··) === ·-·· C / ·~"€' 

The pair energies are additive in the first 

<:\pp1·· o:·,-; :i. me:d:: ion. Thus, the energy of attraction, VCrlAtty 

between two macroscopic objects of v1 and v2 can be 

written as (see Figure 1) 

VCr:>.-.tt -- I. :l 0 

where q1 and q2 are the number of molecules per unit 

volume in particles 1 and 2 respectively [Overbeek 

( :l '3f.3·=+) ] • Since the differential volumes of particles 1 



1.0 

and 2 are proportional to the cube of the linear scale, 

V(r).tt is independent of the scale. 

Equation I.10 has been evaluated for a number of 

£.~eom~~tr i es: [ Overbeek, ( 1 '384) J F'i gure 2. 

Figure 1. Geometry used to derive equation I.lO. 

F'lat pla·tes~ The attraction energy per unit area 

for two parallel flat ~lates of the same material is 

given 

Ll:l. 

where H is the separation of the two plates and the 

Hamaker constant, A, is given by 

I .. :l2 

Two spheres of unequal radius: 

spheres of radius· a1 and a2 respectively, the 

interaction energy in the limit that a1 and az are much 



1 1 

greater than H is 

V ( r ) .... t t :::: ·- (A / 6 1-·1) { a 1 a:;;;: / (a :1. + <:\:;;;:) } I. 13 

[Hiemf.mz, (19(36); IsraelE1chvili, (1'385)] 

Two spheres of equal radiil Considers two spheres 

of radius a separated by a distance R, the interaction 

I. 14 
+ c~~a 2 / r.;;::o:: :J 
+ ln [ CR 2 - 4a 2 ) / R2 J } 

This interaction energy may be simplified, if the 

distance between the surfaces, H = R-2a, is much smaller 

than the radius a, then the attractive interaction may 

be approximated as 

VCr)~tt = -CA/12) { L/H + 2lnCH/L) } I. 15 

;:: - (Aa/ 12 1-1) 

where L = a + 3/4 H. 

( 1 '377) J 

Two cylinders: Consider two cylinders of unequal 

radius R1 and R2 respectively and of length 1, and a 

surface separation of H, where H = R - R1 - R:;;;:. The 

interaction energy may be approximated by 

this interaction energy is for orientation of the 

cylinders such that the axes of symmetry are parallel to 

one ,::\noth~:?r. The interaction energy for two cylinders 

of the same dimensions and oriented such that the axes 



1 ·::· ·-

are perpendicular to one another, i.e. crossed 

cylinders, may be approximated by 

V(rl..,.tt ::::: ·- CA I 6 H) ,/R1 F-:2 I. 16 

Cisraelachvili, (1'3!:35)] 

Hamaker constants are calculated, theoretically, 

for the bulk material. These constants may be 

calculated via one of two methods. The first one starts 

from the microscopic properties of the individual 

molecules and assumes them to be additive. 

the original treatment used by Hamaker. 

method is a macroscopi~ or a continuum approach [Visser, 

( 1'372) J. This method was formulated by Lifshitz (1956) 

and later implemented for real systems by Parsegian 

C1969) and Russel, et. al. C1989l, and uses a quantum 

electrodynamic approach based on bulk properties, e.g. 

the dielectric constant, of the material. 

account for the material of the particles as well as the 

medium in which they are embedded. 

These constants may be determined experimentally, 

Common experiments used to determine them 

E:\·(· e: flocculation experiments on the dispersions of 

colloidal particles; interactions of two crossed metal 

wires in electrolyte solutions; and film measurements. 

Visser (1972) gives an extensive survey of data obtained 

from these various methods. Table 2 is a condensed 

version of the data presented in Visser's survey. 
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Flat Plates 

Spheres of equal 
radii 

13 

. . Spheres of unequa I 

radius 

Cylinders 

Crossed Cylinders 

Figure 2. Different van der Waals interaction 
gt~c·met r i eE:;. 



TABLE 2 

HAMAKER CONSTANTS IN AIR AND IN WATER, 
ALL IN 10-20 J = 2.5 kT. 

A in Air in Water 

Water 
Hydrocarbons 

Oxides and Halides 
Metals 

4.4 
4-10 
6-15 

15-50 

0 
0.3-1 
0.5-5 

5-30 

[This is a reproduction of Table 1 in Overbeek C1984lJ 

14 

Though the Hamaker expressions are conceptualy easy 

to understand, they do not adequately describe the 

observed behavior. Early corrections were made to 

account for retardation effe~ts CCasmir, et. al. 

C1948lJ, however, these corr.ctions were not sufficient. 

The descrepancy between the experimental and theoretical 

results lies in how the material contribution is 

calculated [Smith C1973)J. The Hamaker approach assumed 

the interactions between the molecules to be additive, 

however for many body intera~tions one would expect this 

assumption to fail. The Hamaker results, also, tend to 

diverge as one approaches the molecular dimensions. 

Therefore, the continuum approach based on the 

macroscopic properties would be expected to provide 

better results CMahanty, et. al. (1976), Russel, et. al. 

(1989)]. 

Mahanty and Ninham (1976) proposed a correction to 
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the Hamaker expressions by using an effective Hamaker 

constant, based on the continuum approach, in equation 

I. 12. This effective Hamaker constant, A.~~, would be 

the same as that used for flat plates, i.e. 

form of the Derjaguin approximation: 

:r. 17 

Here H is the sur face t•:• surfa•:e separ at i •:•n, A1. is 

given by 

A1. == 31w 
1&J2 k8T 

[ii~- nlJ2 
[ nOZ+ nJJ312 

and A3 is given by 

where~ is Planck's constant, ke is Boltzmann's 

onstant, c is the speed of light, w is the frequency for 

the dominant relaxation in the ultraviolet of the medium 

(for the experiments presented in this study w == 1.88 x 

10 16 1/s), Rothe refractive index of the plates, and no 

the refractive index of the medium. Tests of this 

approximation have been made by Pailthorpe and Russel 

<1982) and the comparison of the multipole expansion 

calculations (Langbein, 1974) suggest that this simple 

form is sufficiently accurate for most purposes [Russel, 

1989]. 

A second correction to the Hamaker expression is 

made to account for the electrolytes in the system. 

[Russel, 1989] Thus, the form for the interaction 
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between two spheres incorporating these corrections is 

Va kaT 
16 H 

Aaff a 
12 H 

I. 18 

where a is the particle radius, T the temperature in 

degrees Kelvin, and H is the surface separation [Russel, 

1 '38'3 J • 

Colloidal suspensions are comprised of some type of 

macroscopic particle suspended in a fluid medium. The 

medium is composed of molecules of finite size, which 

interact with the each other as well as the suspended 

particle. These fluid interactions seem to affect how 

the colloidal particles can pack together, i.e. the 

fluid molecules seem to order about the colloidal 

particles, therefore the fluid has structure which 

cannot always be neglected. These particle-molecule 

interactions are referred to as solvation or structural 

in tel' ao:: t; ions;. 

These forces have been measured in aqueous and non-

aqueous media between surfaces [Langmuir, (1'338); Horn, 

et. al. (19f:3l, 1.980)]. The surfaces commonly used are 

flat plates or curved cylinders of plain or coated mica. 

These experiments have led to the conclusion that these 

they only interact over 

a few molecular diameters, and depend on the size, shape 

and packing of the molecules. This holds true for 
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The more detailed experiments 

[1-lo:•rn, et. c."tl. (1'380, 1'381)] shc•w a dis•:rete mc•lecula·r· 

structure of the solvent near the solid surfaces, thus, 

resulting in the oscillation of the force as a function 

of sepat'ation. These oscillations have a periodicity 

which correlates with the size of the molecules, and the 

magnitude of the force decays within a few molecular 

1 ayers. See Figun: ~:3. They also show that the 

molecules and walls can significantly effect the density 

profile and the oscillating density profile resulting in 

an oscillatory force of magnitude comparable to the 

conventional van der Waals interaction. 

In most colloidal suspensions the medium of 

suspension is water. Since, water is unusual, there are 

some important solvation phenomena that can be related 

d i r ec t 1 y to i ·t • These phenomena are hydrogen bonding -

figure 4); the hydrophobic effect and hydrophilicity. 

The individual phenomena have been examined 

experimentally in great detail by Pashley [Pashley, 

(1')81); Pas.;hley, (1982)J, I!!-:n'aelachvili [I·,:;r·aE·l<:!lchvili, 

(1'37fD; I~5l'"Et~::?lachvi-li, (~?t. al., (1•;:!78); Is·ra(,;:L~•.o::hvili, 

~?t. al., (1979>; :rsrae?lachvili, et. aJ.., (j_'JE:J.=l); 

Israelachvili, et. al. C1984)J, Horn [Horn, et. al., 

(19E30); 1-lotrn, et. c.-tl., (1'381)], Parsegic-m [F.:au, E-:.·t. al. 

(1984>; Cowley, et. al. (1978); Parsegian, et. al. 
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(1987); Parsegian C1982)J, and Claesson CClaesson, 

et. al., (1'384)]. Theoretically these forces have been 

studies by Snook and Van Megen [Snook, et. al. ( :l')f.-30) ] ' 

Gruen [Gruen, et. al., C1'381)J, and Marcelja. 

CMarcel.j.:.1., et. al., (1'376)] 

However, in most colloidal suspensions the average 

separation between the particles remain greater than the 

range of solvation interactions. Hence the complication 

of the medium's structure can be neglected in most 

studies by assuming the medium is a continuum. Thus:., 

only bulk properties, such as the dielectric constant, 

are used to describe the medium. Furthermore, the 

continuum acts to modify the existing forces between two 

macroscopic particles from that predicted between two 

particles in a vacuum as described previously. 

In colloidal dispersions, if the only interaction 

present is a result of the dispersive forces which in 

most cases are attractive (and certainly attractive for 

like particles, as in the case of monodisperse 

suspension used in this study) the system would collapse 

through coagulation. Fortunately, this does not occur 

because of the presence of a repulsion arising from 

electrostatic considerations (Coulomb repulsion) 



Figure 4. The solvation cages. 

~-cq~ charge stabi 1 i zed systems, a suspensi c•n 

stabilized by Coulomb repulsion, the particles carry a 

•:harge. For latex particles the ~harge is generally 

negative; however, the overall suspension is 

20 

el ~:?c t ~~ oneut ~~ al . The charges are carried via ions either 

solvated or attached to the particle surface, and an 

electric double layer is fcrrmed by the ions on the 

particle or surface and the solvated counterions located 

at the particle-solution interface. [Verwey, et. al. 

(1948); Hiemenz C1986)J The structure of the double 

layer surrounding the particle is simil~r to the ionic 

atmosphere described in the Debye-Huckel theory. 

COverbeek, 1984] It is the overlap of these double-

layers as the particles approach each other that causes 

the electrostatic repulsion. 
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The structure of the diffuse double layer (see 

Figure 5) was first given by Gouy, Chapman, Deby and 

HLt•:k~~l [Verwey, et. al. (1'348); Overbefo.?k 0'3E34); 

Chapmann (1'3l3); l-logg, et:. al. (19G6)J and liab?.r 

modified by Stern to incorporate the finite size of the 

ions in sc•lutic•n CVerwey, et. al. (1948); Ove1rbeek 

( 1 '384) J. According to the model proposed by Gouy-

Chapmann, the particle charge is considered as a 

smeared-out surface charge on the plane defining the 

sur face. The countercharges carried by the medium are 

attracted or repelled by the surface according to the 

Boltzmann principle. The potential, which obeys the 

Poisson equation, at any point in the system, simplified 

for the case when the valence of the cations and anions 

are the same, is given by 

-· (8 n r:ez I & ) :;i nh (ze 41 I k 9 T) I. :1. '3 

where 41 is the potential, V2 the Laplacian operator, 

is the dielectric constant of the medium, z is the 

valence of the ionic species in solution, c is the 

concentration of ions in solution, e is the electric 

charge, ka is Boltzmann's constant and T is the 

This has been solved exactly by Gouy 

C1910) for the case of a single flat plate, however for 

cases of interacting plates or spheres, one generally 

employes approximate methods as the problem becomes 

difficult to solve analytically. Now restricting our 

discussion to a small 41 approximation, equation 1.19 
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redi.IC<~s 'to:• 

I. 20 

where K is the Debye~Huckel reciprocal length given by 

I. 21 

Thus, equation 1.19 may be solved for the one 

dimensional symmetry of infinite plates by simplifying 

This has solutions 

\II -· A1. •:cosh K:,; + A2 sinh K:t. I. 2:2 

where A1 and A2 are constants that depend on the 

boundary conditions applied. Fo~ the case of two 

dissimilar plates with separation 2d, and boundary 

•:condi t i C•I1S ( i) \II::: \llo1 at :,; == 0, and ( i i) \II ::: \II •:>2 at 

x ::: 2d where \llo1 and 4'o-::.: are the surface potentials of 

the plates 1 and 2 respectively. Equation 1.22 becomes 

\II ·- I II ~"23 

\11 0 1 Co:oSh 2 Kd}/{sinh 2 Kr.:J} sini·")K:;; 

One can now obtain the interaction energy between 

two double layers. This interaction energy is equal to 

the change in the free energy of the double layei system 

when the plates are brought together from infinity i.e. 

CHc•gg, et. al. (1.'356); Vel~we~y, et. al. (1.94EDJ 

V x ·- A G ···• G~r.c:1 - t::i .. 

where G:;;;:c:~ is the free energy at the separation 2d and G_ 

is the free energy at infinity. Following Verwey, et. 

al. (1'348) th~= f·ree energy o:::•f a singl<=? doL!ble J.ayc~r 

[1-logg, e·t. al. (1.'366)] is !;,liVE:m by 



t3 == ·- o \IJ,:::. I 2 I .-,1:;" 
... ::.w 

where o is the surface charge density and is given by 

o= 
I. ::25 

Following 1·-logg, <=t. al. ( 1 '3GG) one obtains 

I. 27 

r"lnd 

Therefore, Vz is 

I. 2'3 

The interaction of infinite flat plates, can be used to 

obtain an expression for the interaction of two 

spherical particles using the Derjaguin approximation. 

In the Derjaguin approximation, one considers the 

particle to be composed of infinitesimally small 

parallel rings each of which may be treated as a flat 

plate so long as the thickness of the double layer is 

small compared to the particle size [Verwey, et. al. 

(1'348); ~/old, et. al. (1'383); I'J:.~-eal,:.'lchv:Ll.i (1'3!:3~.'.5); 

Thus, one can write the 

interaction between spherical particles as 

V.,.: ··-· 5. <>4 

·-::· ..... 

0 

h' n v z dh' I. ~30 

where Vx is defined in equation I.2'3 and h' is the 

radius of the ring as shown in Figure G. 

where a1 J a~ and the geometry given in Figure G, one 



For the case of interest in this work a= a1 =a::;;: and~,& 

=4-!::. 2 c-=4Jo, equation I.31 reduces to 

I. 32 

(a) (b) 

Fi gun: 5. (a) Schematic of the diffuse Double-layer 
about a particle. (b) 
Double-layer according 
Stern [Verwey, et. al. 

Pepr· es:.("•r .. lt at i ve 
to the theory of 
(1948)], 
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Figure 6. Illustrating the building up of repulsion 
between two spheres out of the repulsion 
between quasi-parallel layers. [Vold, et. 
al. ( 1983); Verwey, et. al. ( 1'348) J 

In suspensions of colloidal particlesy the 

particles are stabilized from aggregation predominantly 

via one of two mechanisms - charge stabilization or 

steric stabilization. The charge stabilization 

mechanism is based on the Coulomb type electrostatic 

repulsion previously discussed. 

stabilization is achieved by utilizing either osmotic 

effect or volume restriction effects. 

In a sterically stabilized suspensions, the 

particles are composed of large segments or loops of a 

high molecular weight polymer, or are coated with 

chains or loops of a polymer. The solvent is chosen to 



be appropriate for the attached polymer. 

particles approach each other, they will be repelled by 

either a) the polymer chains attached to the particle 

surface lose entropy due to increased confinement 

causing the repulsion - this is the volume restriction 

effect; or b) the layers of the attached polymer chains 

interpenetrate, the higher polymers segment 

concentration between the particles causes a rise in the 

local osmotic pressure -the osmotic effect CVrij 

( 1'37.6)]. (See figure 7) 

The strength of this type of interaction may be 

evaluated by the following calculation. Consider a 

polymer chain of maximum length, 1, attached to a 

colloidal particle Chere approximated by a flat plate). 

This chain has a permanently attached end and the rest 

of the chain is free to move about in the hemisphere 

definE·d by, 1, i.e. V;. = 2 n 1::a I 3. (Bee figure 8) 

second particle approaches to a surface to surface 

separation of H, thus reducing the volume in which the 

polymer is free to move to 

The attached polymers of both particles must occupy the 

same vol Ltme. Assuming the change in free energy is the 

same as that of an ideal solution undergoing the same 

concentration change, G is 

,.. . 
. :J ::::: -· 2 kaT r Ln C V 1' I V :1. ) 

where ka is the Boltzmann's constant~ T is the 

I. 34 
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temperature and r is the amount of adsorption. For a 

chain of 4 nm at r = 10 1 ~ cm- 2 and H of 1 nm~ the 

repulsion is 2 x 10~ kT per square micron CVold, et. al. 

(1983)], this comparable to a double layer of &~/kT 

with K = 0.1 nm- 1 • However, the particles used in this 

study were charge stabilized, hence the steric forces 

discussed here are neglected form further consideration. 

Particle Field Interactions 

For the investigation considered here, it 1s 

important to consider how the particles in suspension 

are affected by the presence of an externally applied 

perturbation and the overall resulting implications to 

Figure 7. Illustrating the osmotic effect (top) and the 
volume restriction effect (bottom) in 
steric repulsion. [Overbeek C1984)J 
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Geometry, coordinate system, and nomenclature 
for calculating the segment density of an 
absorbed polymer between approaching plate-
1 i k e p a 1r t :i. c 1 es. [ ~).::.]. d , et • a 1 • ( 1 ·:m3) J 

the system of particles. This study focuses on a single 

type of applied field, an oscillating electric field, 

there are several other commonly used externally applied 

fields such as a mechanical or an applied shear 
I 

al • ( 1 '38'3) ; F'r i eve, et. al • ( 1 ·:;•87, l '3El':J) ] ; o1·- ot I·IE·l·-

types of applied electromagnetic fields [Chowdhury, et. 

c:\1. (1'385, 1'388); Skjeltorp (1'383, 1'384, 1'3f:35)]. 

one need only focus on those interactions induced by 



applying an oscillating electric field and further 

focusing only on the organization occurring parallel the 

field lines; i.e. an applied parallf~l fi€~ld. 

for the sake of completeness, a similar development for 

an applied magnetic field will be presented. 

Parallel applied fields have been used previously 

in both the electric field and magnetic field cases. 

Fraden (1'387) and F:Uchetti, et. al. (1'387) used the 

applied electric field to examine the association of 

colloidal particles in the presence of the field. While 

Skjeltorp (1983, 1984, 1985) and Popplewell, et. al. 

(1981, 1986, 1987) used the magnetic field, in these 

cases the studies in the parallel direction were done 

primarily as observations before examining the phenomena 

present perpendicular in closer detail. 

of these previous studies the concern has been to 

examine the behavior of the interparticle ordering in 

the presence of the field rather than a means of 

investigating the stabilization forces present in the 

suspensi c•n. 

f-1 ectr i c_ F"i ~~l_g_ l.!l\!.f'?ra.:-~ i on!s 

Consider a single dielectric sphere, when an 

uniform field is applied, the sphere becomes polarized 

and the sphere is said to have an induced dipole moment 

located at the center of the sphere. 

considers the sphere to be located in a medium, one can 



write the form of the induced moment taking into account 

the medium a.s 

I A 35 

with c...,, &p being the complex dielectric constant of 

the medium Cin the case presented here the medium is 

water) and the particle respectively, where 

c == c' + i c"; a, the l"adius of the spherE·; <:ind E is 

the electric fi02ld Cin c.g.s Ltnits) I:SauE:?r (1'3£-35)~ 

Fl"aden (1987); F'ohl (1'378)]. Now consider that a second 

identical particle is placed in the medium along with 

the first, one would expect these particles to interact 

via a dipole-dipole interaction at large separation with 

energy 

L3G 

where u is the dipole moment, r is the center to center 

distance and 9 is the angle between the line connecting 

the centers and the external field. 

investigation 9 = om implies that the line of centers 

lies parallel to the fi.eld lines at infinite distance 

(the parallel field case) and at 9 = goo the field lines 

are perpendicular to the line of centers Cthe 

perpendicular case). This is a pairwise interaction and 

one may assume in a dilute suspension of particles, the 

only interactions present are those pairwise 

i nte~-act i c•ns. 

However, as the particles approach one another this 

approximation for the dipole moment is no longer valid. 



Thus, one must consider how separation effects the 

dipole moment. This is difficult to do because in 

general this problem cannot be solved in a closed form. 

One approach proposed by Pohl (1978) is to calculate the 

energy required to bring two polarizable spheres to a 

center-to-center separation of r then extend the result 

Thus, the energy (for the parallel case) at 

contact has the form 

V = Cr 3 E2 I ,t>,) [(&p-c....,) / ( cp + 2 &....,)]::.: 

where A is the correction term and is given by 

A -· { 1 ·-· ( 1/4) [ ( &p - &....,) I ( &p + 2 &....,) :1 } 

I.36 

I. :::::7 

and for the case under investigation here where &...., >> &p 

this correction is approximately 12.5 %. 

A much more detailed and comprehensive approach was 

proposed by Sauer (1985). This approach was presented 

for conditions very similar to those used in this study, 

i.e. he was attempting to discuss the pearl chain 

formation (particles aligning in chains along the field 

l i f1 E?S) • He used the asymptotic solutions, by expanding 

the potential in a power series and kept only the 

leading terms, to obtain 

s ( 1 + 3 cos2 e ) /B ( 1 + ~ ) f.::. } 

where r = dCl + ~ ) where d = 2a and s- Re{(&p & ...,.) / 

( &P + 2 c ..... )}, andRe{} is the real part of the quantity 

<0?nc 1 osecl. For &p << &....,, this the correction due to 

second order terms is only approximately 12%, this 



correction becomes less as cP approaches cw. For the 

study presented here where cP = 2.55 and cw = 78, this 

correction is approximately 10%. 

experimental purposes the long range dipole-dipole 

interaction appears sufficient. 

One may also consider the effects of adding 

particles to the chain. This has been considered by 

others [Jeffrey C1973)y Jones C1986, 1987)] for 

conducting spheres. In these studies, the effective 

dipole moment of the entire chain was calculated by 

using the method of images for a chain composed of two 

or three spheres. The results presented show that for 

non-touching particles asymptotically approach the 

number of particles in the chain times the individual 

dipole moments as the surface to surface separation 

increases, which for the case of two or three spheres is 

quite l"api d. However, the method presented becomes 

computationally difficult for more than three spheres 

and for non-conducting particles. 

dipole-dipole interaction seems to be sufficient for the 

purposes of this investigation. 

In an applied magnetic field, the colloidal 

particle behaves as a magnetic hole [Skjeltorp (1983, 

c 1 985, 1 ·:ms) J • To understand the implication of the 
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this case the colloidal suspension under investigation 

is a ferrofluid composite system. The composite system 

is comprised of colloidal particles (micron sized 

spheres) suspended in a-ferrofluid. A ferrofluid is a 

colloidal suspension itself, in which nanometer sized 

ferrite particles are suspended in a carrier fluid, most 

generally a hydrocarbon such as kerosene or toulene. 

When a magnetic field is applied, alignment of the 

ferrite particle in the ferrofluid induces a dipole on 

the larger micron sized particle. 

Here a parallel development to that given above is 

u!sed. The dipole moment on the particle may be give as 

I. 38 

wherf: l.loa, 1.1~ are.the permeability of the sphere and 

the fluid respectively, a is the radius of t~e particle, 

and His the uniform magnetic field applied. 

th.::\t l.l·f === IJ,=,(:I. +X~), on€0 c.::\n s:.implify 

equation I.3B to [t..Jarnel~, <~t. al. (198~5])] 

u -· ..... v 

where v is the volume of the sphere, and x., i·:s thf:: 

effective susceptibility of the fluid (this is usually 

supplied by the manufacturer of the fluid). 

Therefore, the interaction energy between two 

micron sized particles suspended in the ferrofluid may 

be written approximately as 

v I. 40 
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which is identical in form to equation 1.36. The 

particle experiences an attractive interaction when the 

field is applied in a parallel direction, and a 

repulsive interaction when the field is applied in a 

perpendicular d i r ec ·t i •:•n CSk.jel t•:•rp ( 1'38~3, 19B4, 1'385) J. 

These induced dipole interactions in both the 

electric field and the magnetic field cases induce 

structure in the colloidal samples. 

1984, 1985) observes that when the field is applied 

parallel t•:• the layer of particles-. the particles fol~m 

chains <Figure 9a) and when the field is applied 

perpendicularly, a two-dimensional lattice structure is 

formed (Figure 9b). Both configurations have been 

examined in terms of Monte Carlo simulations; including 

the stability of the lattice structure [Davies, et. al. 

C 1 '385, l '38G) J • An applied electric field produces the 

same behavior as in the ferrofluid composite systems. 

When the field is applied in a parallel direction, 

chaining is observed <Figure 9a); and when the field is 

in a perpendicular direction, a triangular two 

dimensional lattice structure is observed CFigure 9b) 

CF'raden (1987); Rid1etti, et. e:\1. (1907)J. 

The Total Colloidal Particle Interactions 

To this point the interactions experienced by the 

particles suspended in a colloidal solution have been 

examined in terms of individual interactions, i.e. van 
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der Waals, dipole-dipole, double-layer repulsion, etc. 

However, it is improbable that only one interaction is 

(a) 

(b) 

Illustrating the configurations of the 
suspended particles when the field a) is 
applied in the parallel direction and b) 1s 
applied in the perpendicular direction. 



present in the colloidal suspension. 

only van der Waals forces were present the suspension 

would collapse, i.e. the particles would be drawn into 

3G 

contact with one another causing aggregation. Thus, c•ne 

must consider combinations of interactions to understand 

the phenomena present in sample systems. 

The most generally accepted theory for the 

stability of charged particle colloidal systems was 

proposed by Derjaguin, Land~u, Verwey, and Overbeek 

(DLVO) [Verwey, et. al. ( 1'348); Overber:-1k ( 1'384); 

I!s·r-af.·?liachvili 098~5); HiEHnc~nz (1':3G7:>; Vold, et. al. 

(19B3)J. This theory combirles the elements of van der 

Waals interactions with those of the electrostatic 

interactions by a direct addition of the two 

i nt •::-?r act :i. ons~. This is given by the combination of the 

free energies of the attraction and repulsion to give 

the total free energy of interaction 

I. 41 

where Vatt is the attractive interaction due to the van 

der Waals interactions and Vrwp is the repulsive force 

due to the electrostatic repulsion. 

Figure 10 shows schematically the various types of 

interactions potentials that can occur between two 

surfaces under the combined action of these two 

in t E?"r <action !:5. From the schematic it is seen that van 

der Waals forces exceed the double layer repulsion at 
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small distances since it obeys a power law. Dependinq 

on the electrolyte concentration and the surface charge 

density one of the following may occur: Cisraelachvili, 

a) For highly charged surfaces in a dilute 

electrolyte, there is a strong long range repulsion that 

peaks between 1 and 4 nm. 

b) In more concentrated electrolyte solutions there 

is a significant secondary minimum (usually beyond 4 

nm). The potential energy minimum at contact is the 

primary minimum. 

c) For surfaces of low charge density, the energy 

barrier will always be lower than that of higher 

electrolyti•: ::;•::•lutions and above some electrol.yt(;:.;> 

concentration-the colloidal particles will begin to 

cc•agul. ate. It is this phenomenon that forms the basis 

of the DLVO theory of stability, i.e the particles will 

coagulate when the secondary minimum has a depth less 

than kT. 

d) As the surface charge approaches zero the 

interaction curve approaches a pure van der Waals 

i n t e1~ act i on • 

DLVD theol~y is genel~all .. Y accepted a~::; o::orrf:?ct unc:le1'· 

the conditions for which it was derived, i.e. [Lyklema, 

(1981)] 

The sol must be dilute such that the 
potential of the mean force may be replaced 
by the average potential. 
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-- No other interaction forces are operative 
besides van der Waals attraction and double 

Figure 10. 
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Schematic energy vs. distance profiles of 
DLVO inter·actic·n~:;. (a) St.urfaces rep<el 
strongly. (b) Surfaces come to a stable 
equiliblrium at S€."!O::ondalry minimum. (c) 
Surf ,3.c es come i nt eo sec c•nd,":!\r y mini mt.un. (d) 
Surfaces may remain in seco:ondary minimum 
o:or adhere. (e) Surfaces and co:ollo:oids 
o::o:oalesce rapidly. Cisraelachvili (1985)] 



layer repulsion. 

-- The geometry pf the particles must be 
relatively simple, i.e. spheres, flat plates. 

The double layers must be purely diffuse. 

Upon overlap, the double layers relax 
sufficiently fast to remain in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. 
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This chapter has presented those interactions that 

are present in colloidal suspensions, forces which will 

be tested directly by the experiments described in this 

thesis. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF MICROSCOPIC FORCES 

In the previous chapter, the interactions that one 

may encounter in a colloidal suspension were discussed. 

However, the means by which these interactions are 

examined were either only briefly mentioned or not 

discussed at all. Over the years several techniques 

have been applied to this problem. For example, van der 

Waals forces have been examined using soap films and 

biological membranes by Overbeek (1960), Joosen C1984), 

and Parsegian (1987). Stabilization forces have been 

measured using flocculation studies like those of Melik 

.(1985). These techniques are generally arduous and the 

information obtained from the experiments is difficult 

to interpret. More direct techniques have been used 

like those of Israelachvili and Prieve briefly discussed 

earlier. This chapter will focus primarily on those 

techniques used by Israelachvili and Prieve as well as 

examine the experiments by Richetti, et. al. and Fraden 

who used a similar experimental design to that used in 

this study. 

40 
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The Macroscopic-Macroscopic Technique 

A macroscopic-macroscopic technique (M-M) was 

developed by Isrealao:hvili, et. al. [J. N. 

Isi~ealachvil:i., et. al. (1·:~BB, 1-:375, 1'377 and 1'3!:33); J. 

N. Ist-€'?alachvili (1'377); F:. M. Pashley (1'380); P. 

Claesson, et.al. (1'::183); and F.:. 13. Horn, et. al. (1981)] 

In this method, two macroscopic surfaces either flat 

plates or crossed curved cylinders are brought 

together using a spring. The separation of the surfaces 

is monitored using an optical interference technique. 

Thus, the force is measured directly. Therefore, on£'? 

can obtain fairly readily a force versus separation 

relation~:;hip. 

The surfaces used in these experiments are mica 

sheets placed either on curved glass cylinders - which 

is shown in Figure 11 - or glass flat plates. l"lio::a o.;.,oas 

chosen for these studies because the surfaces are 

molecularly smooth. Typically experiments conducted 

using this apparatus use ruby muscovite mica. The 

separation between the two surfaces is controlled by the 

three stage mechanism depicted in Figure 11. The 

separation is measured by monitoring the beam 

interference fringes and the fringes are continually 

monitored in a spectrometer. The forces are measured by 

suddenly reversing the voltage in the piezoelectric 

crystal which expands or contracts by a known amount. 



Light to 
spectrometer 

Thermistor, 
conductivity 
cell, • 

Very stiff 
double 

_.~....,.H'--+-- cantilever pH electrode, 
syringe inlet, 
N2 inlet, 

Scm 

. -. -. 

t 
Infrared 
filtered . 

white light 

t 
Water 
inlet 

outlet 

Schematic drawing of the apparatus to 
measure the forces in the M-M. 
[Israelachvili (1'37(:7..)] 

spring 

The resulting change in separation between the plates 

is measured optically and the difference in the two 

values is then multiplied by the stiffness of the 

spring, thus determining the force. 

This method provides a straight forward means of 



obtaining force versus separation measurements. Var i ot.u:~ 

solvents may be used in this system, allowing for the 

modelling of various colloidal systems as well as the 

investigation of the hydration forces - those forces due 

to liquid structure. The major drawback to this 

experimental technique of importance in regard to 

colloidal systems is that this technique only models the 

system. The surfaces are larger than the actual 

colloidal particle, and affects due to thermal motion 

are totally neglected. 

The result of modelling the colloidal system is 

that it leaves open questions related to the differences 

between the two systems. here t•,.oo 

macroscopic surfaces are used, will the forces observed 

carry directly c•ver tc• the mi'cl~oscopic colloidal syst€7!m? 

Does the plate's electronic double adequately mimic the 

particle's? The system used in M-M has no thermal 

motion - the plates are stationary - how does the 

thermal motion of the colloidal particles change the 

observed forces? In the continuum approach for van der 

Waals interactions, the wavelength of the light as it 

approaches the particle size becomes an important 

parameter - therefore, how does this effect the forces 

observed? 

The Macroscopic-Microscopic Technique 
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The macroscopic-microscopic technique CM-m) carries 

the investigation one step closer to an actual collo1dal 

system than that of the M-M technique. 

are measured between a flat plate and a colloidal sized 

particle. This technique developed by Prieve, et.al. 

[D.C. P1rieve, et. al. u·:m7, l'~J89)J provide~:; a novel usE· 

of total-internal-reflection microscopy CTIRM) to 

measure the separation of the plate and the particle. 

When light strikes a planar interface from a more 

optically dense medium at an angle of incidence greater 

than the critical angle, total internal reflection 

lr esul t s. Although all the light energy i~ ultimately 

reflected back into the more dense medium, there is an 

optical disturbance in ~he less dense medium which takes 

the form of an evanescent wave. However, a particle may 

intercept this wave and scatter in proportion to is 

distance from the surface. Thus, the intensity of the 

light scattered by the sphere in this evanescent wave is 

measured and can be translated into a separation 

distance - this is the basic principle of TIRM. TIPI"I :i !5 

generally used to inspect optical surfaces for damage. 

This M-m technique uses gravity to bring the 

particle into near contact with that of the plate. The 

particles used were polystyrene latex microspheres 10.04 

urn in diameter - large enough so settling can occur. 

The plate used in the experiment was an ordinary 
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microscope slide that was carefully washed. ThE·? 'force 

is determined through a force balance between the 

double-layer repulsion and gravity. The van der Waals 

attraction between the sphere and the plate was 

neglected in these e~periments based on the assumption 

that for a large sphere the force due to gravity will 

dominate the attraction. So, once again a simple force 

versus separation e~periment has been obtained. 

However, one must account for the thermal motion of the 

particle, as a distribution of heights is measured in a 

given experiment. 

Prieve, et.al. estimates the interaction of the 

plate and sphere via the sum of the double-layer 

potential and the gravitational potential. This tcd::al 

interaction incorporates the thermal motion of the 

particle, thus, more closely appro~imating a true 

colloidal system. Here, the double-layer potential (as 

discussed earlier) between a spherical particle and a 

flat plate in a 1~1 electrolyte may be approximated by 

II. 1. 

•,.yl·1e·r e H J.S the sepal' at ion, liK is the Debye 1 r::n9tl· .. , <":\n c:l F1 

i , ... :> given by 

B -- :lb & i::i (ka T I t"?) ::<: tanh ( e 4'1. I 4 kx,:(c T) 

X t,:;..nh ( e 4':~:: / 4 ka T) II ..... 
" . .::. 

palrt:i.c:l~? C':l.nd plate, & the diel(~ct·l'·ic const,:;..nt of thF!.• 



medium, e is the electronic charge, ka is Boltzmann's 

constant, T is the temperature and a is the particle 

radiu~:;. This approximation is valid when Ka >> KH >> 1. 

The contribution due to gravity 

v,3f'l:O·D = (4/3) n a 3 u~ p) g H = GI-l IL3 

where t.p if.~ the difference in dc-?nsity b0?t•,.Jt-?en the 

particle and the medium and g is the acceleration due to 

gy·avity. 

Adding equations II.l and II.3, the total potential 

is giV(·::m by 

I I ... ::J. 

This function has a single minimum at a separation, H:~., 

given by 

H:a. = 1 n ( K B I G) II. 5 

By using equation II.5, the value B may be eliminated 

from equation II.4. Rearran~ing, equation II .. 4 becomes 

= (G / kF.~ T) (e:,;p(·····>;) ..... l + :,;) I I . f:.:. 

•.,.;hel'·e ;-;; :::: K (h -· h 1 ) jc; the cli~splacF.!m(;.)nt fl~(::.m thf2 mo~::;t 

probable distance normalized with respect to Debye 

l(::?ngth. Experiments have shown agreement with 

theoretical predictions (Figure 12) at larger 

separations by adjusting the specific gravity of the 

polystyrene sphere by 2%, while smaller separations 

there was poor agreement. The origin of this poor 

agreement was felt to be due to either the contributions 
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include the van der Waals forces. Ho~vever, the 

theoretical prediction now seems in perfect agreement 

with the data due to an earlier error in the calculation 

of ionic strength. 

Thus, although this technique furthers the previous 

studies, it still leaves important unanswered questions. 

We still are only modeling a colloidal system. Wi 11 thf-:? 

forces still behave in the same manner? What will 

happen when the van der Waals interactions are taken 

into consideration? 

... • ~ -.. c • I -c -• -

Figure :1.2. 
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their theoretical prediction. CD. C. 
Pr i evE? 1 et . a 1 • ( 1 987) J 
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The Microscopic-Microscopic Technique 

The microscopic-microscopic technique Cm-m) is the 

technique developed for this ~tudy. Here the 

microscopic forces are measured between colloidal 

microscopic spheres, extending both studies previously 

discussed. This technique employs an externaily applied 

field to induce a dipole in the particle, as discussed 

in the previous chapter. Once the induced dipoles are 

formed in the particles, they will align in cha1ns 

parallel to the lines of for~e of the applied field. 

The interaction of the particles is controlled by the 

amplitude of the applied field and the stabilization 

forces present. These stabilization forces are the 

forces of interest in this study. The interaction 

between the particles controls their separation as in 

the other studies. 

This technique of applying an electric field to a 

colloidal sample and focusing on the formations along 

the field lines has been used previously. Richetti, 

et.al. (1987) used this method to examine the behavior 

of interparticle ordering in. suspensions subjected to an 

external homogeneous electric field. This particular 

study presented qualitative and preliminary quantitative 

results. Fraden (1987) used the technique to examine 
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the linear aggregation of the colloidal particles. This 

study focused primarily on the kinetics of the colloidal 

aggregate formation. However, Fraden did examine some 

of this linear aggregation data in a similar manner to 

that of Richetti, et.al. as a comparison. 

The Richetti, et.al. experimental conditions are 

very similar to those used in this study. The sample 

cell is comprised of glass plates separated by two 

parallel wires 100 urn in diameter, and the wires are 

separated by a gap of 4 mm. These parallel wires are 

the capacitor plates across which an AC voltage is 

applied in order to produce an electric field. The 

frequency used is 1 MHz. Presumably this frequency 1s 

high enough that the counterion cloud surrounding the 

particle cannot follow the a~plied field. The reason an 

AC field is applied rather than a DC field is to avoid 

hydrolysis. 

Qualitatively, this study showed that the particles 

would align in chains along the field lines. Figure 13 

are the photomicrographs obtained by Richetti, et.al. 

for various field strengths. These formations can be 

easily studied using static light scattering techniques. 

Figure 14 shows the corresponding diffraction patterns 

obtained from similar structures as those in figure 13. 

Under the course of this investigation it was noted that 

the first order diffraction peak shifted as a function 
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Figure 14. 
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(a) Scattered light intensity distributions 
obtained with a HeNe laser by Richetti, 
et. al. (1'387). a) E = 0 V/cm, b) E = 
17.5 V/cm , c) 26 V/cm and d) 52 V/cm .. 
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of applied field. All of the these experimental 

features have been observed in the study presented here. 

Richetti, et.al. attempted to explain this observed 

behavior using a thermal fluctuation theory based on 

dipole attraction between two particles. Th i ~s 

theoretical analysis begins by expressing the average 

particle separation, a, as 

a. = 1 F.: e;-;;p (-·VOn I kEc T) II.7 

1!=-:·,;p(·-V(R) Ike T) dP 

where P is the particle separation, ka is Boltzmann's 

constants, T is temperature, and VCR) is the pairwise 

potential which in this case was assumed to be 

= <u(t) 2 ) - 3 <CuCt) R) 2 ) ILB 

where uCt) = (-r~ ECt) 12) is the time dependent dipole 

moment, ECt) is the time dependent electric field, r is 

the particle radius. Equation II.B reduces to the form 

of equation 1.36, after the time averages have been 

t,::\kE::!n. The interaction energy for the case under 

investigation, the parallel applied field, reduces to 

For any VCR), such that VCR) approaches zero, the 

average particle separation approaches infinity. I f '"'· 

change of variables is made, i.e. 

where 2r is the particle diameter, and one expands VCR) 

though a Taylor ser1es about R - 2r, keeping only the 



constant and first derivative terms, one may obtain upon 

y· ei::\r 1~ angement 

1 I I. 10 

where ~ is equal to 2r/a (Richetti, et. al. uses an 

effective particle diameter, 2r, in their approach while 

Fraden and this study do not modify the particle 

diameter) and is taken to be a measure of particle 

volume fraction in a chain of particles. t • .)' (f~:) : :.7::,... is; 

the first derivative of the interaction evaluated at 2r. 

Employing the dfpole energy, equation II.10 becomes 

1-- ~~~ = (128 ka Tl I (3 r 3 E2 l. I I. 11 

Figure 15 is a plot of the experimental data in view of 

this theoretical explanation. The experimentally 

determined slope is given as 3.3 x 10-4 erg/cm3 which 

must be compared with the theoretically determined slope 

making an experimental correction for the part1cle 

radius, i.e. the effective radius, of 2.6 erg/cm3 • 

Therefore, it is apparent that even though the results 

are qualitatively correct, there is some theoretical or 

experimental error involved ih this study. 

In an attempt to understand this discrepancy, 

Fraden examined his linear aggregation data in a similar 

manner to that describe previously. He made an initial 

modification to the dipole moment used by Richetti, et. 

al. Fraden used the dipole moment presented in equation 

I.35, and the interaction potential given in equation 
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I.36. Conducting the same analysis as Richetti, et. 

al., he obtained for equation II.11 

56 

1 - q, Jq> = (128 ke T) I ( 3 Cw r 3 E2 ). I I. 12 

This produces a reduction in the theoretical slope to of 

3.3 x 10-2 erg/cm3 which is still 2 orders of magnitude 

smaller than the theoretical prediction of Richetti, 

et. al. Upon comparison with theory, the data Fraden 

collected are a factor of ten larger than that predicted 

by theory, hc•wever, his data was •:•:•llected using an 

image processing technique rather than a light 

scattering technique and ther~ is some question as to 

the accuracy of the particle~particle separation 

measurements. 

There are some significant problems in both of 

these meth•:•ds. First in the Richetti, et. al. 

experiments, the particles are allowed to settle on one 

of the glass plates, therefore, it is unclear as to 

whether or not the field seen by the particles is 

uniform. Second in the Richetti, et. al. technique, one 

is obliged to question the origin of equation II.10, as 

well as the corrections made to the particle size. 

Equation II.10 is obtained by assuming as approximate 

form for the real potential (see figure 16). It •:an be 

shown that using this approximatioh one obtains the 

scattering function for hard spheres [Ackerson, et. al. 

( 198'3) J. Therefore, equation 11.10 results from an 
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erroneous mathematical manipulation. Nei t ho~r study 

takes into account the stabilization forces present in 

the colloidal suspensions, therefore not accounting for 

possibly significant effects due to these interactions. 

This Microscopic - Microscopic Technique 

and Statistical Correction 

The experimental technique used for this 

investigation is very similar to that used by Richetti, 

et. al. The sample cell was designed to allow for light 

scattering measurements, while the applied field is 

generated by a simple capacitor comprised of two 

parallel pieces of copper tape across which an 

V(R) Hard Sphere 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I Approximation 
I 

0~----~ar-----~--~----------~ 
R 

Potential 

Figure :l6. The potential used by Richetti, et. al. 
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oscillating voltage is applied. The chain formations 

are monitored via a light scattering technique, but here 

we are concerned primarily with the measured average 

particle separation from the diffraction pattern. 

The separation of the particles is measured via a 

simple light scattering technique as in Richetti~ et. 

0 l . 
f 0 d 1 

.. 

A: 6328 ,& ;. 0 I 
0 r---~, 

' 
0 1 

.......... 

0 I 
n d sin a = mA Screen 

FigLl"r"t"? 13. Schematic of the diffraction grating. 



al. When the particles align in the chains, they 

comprise a diffraction grating (Figure 17). Using 

simple diffraction grating theory, one can obtain the 

average center to center separation of the particles 

from the scattering pattern, i.e. 

d sin e :::: m A I I .. 1:3 

defined in Figure 17, A the • ... •e:\velen9th of light 1 i:md m 

is the order of the diffracted maxima. 

another aspect of diffraction grating theory should be 

pres~:nted. The number of lines in the grating 

determines the intensity and the sharpness of the 

diffraction pattern, e.g. if this were only a double 

slit experiment the intensity of the pattern is given by 

I ::::: I m (cos v ) 2 (sin a / a ) 2 I I. 14 

v ·-· (nci/Al '::;ina II.l~5 

a == ( nl···l/ A) ~::.in e I I .. 1 t.:. 

where d is the distance between centers of slits (the 

centc·?r to center distance;? of th0? sph(~?.l'f2~~), A is thE·? 

wavelength of light and H is the slit width (the surface 

to surface separation of the spheres. Equation II.l4 

can be extended to incorporate an increase in the number 

I- Im (s~in NY./ sinv)::o~ (sin a /a) 2 I I .. 17 
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where v and a are defined by equations II.15 and II.16 

and N is the number of slits CF. A. Jenkins and H. E. 

1976)J. For N = 2, equation II.17 reduces to equation 

II.14. Figure 18 is a plot of equation II.17 for three 

different values of N. Thus, intensity is dependent on 

N=SO 

0.1 
e lRad.J 

Figure 18. A plot of the intensity produced from a 
diffraction grating versus angle for three 
valuE·s of N. 

0.3 
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the number of lines in the diffraction grating and the 

position of the diffracted maxima is not. 

The average particle separation is dependent upon a 

balance between the interaction colloidal stabilization 

forces and the induced dipole caused by the applied 

field which is known. This is similar to the force 

balance in the M-m technique between the stabilization 

forces and the force due to gravity. Therefore, the m-m 

technique proposed here balances the forces using an 

applied field while monitoring the average separation of 

the particles, as the amplitude of the field is 

increased. 

The Statistical Formulation 

If there were no effects due to the presence of 

thermal motion (this would be the case at absolute zero) 

the m-m method would be a simple applied force versus 

separation measurement with the separation determined 

using diffraction theory. However, effects due to 

thermal motion are present, therefore a statistical 

theory must be developed similar to that used by Prieve, 

et. al. in the M-m study and Richetti, et. al. and 

Fraden in their m-m studies. 
I 

For the investigation ~resented here, a statistical 

theory based on the one-dimensional Tonks' gas is 



developed. A similar Tonks' gas development has been 

presented previously by Munster (1969). 

Munster form for the scattering function becomes 

Figure 19. The configuration of particles used to 
develop the statiStical correction. 

difficult to use for the testing of various potential 

forms~ therefore, a new development was necessary 

Ct:\Ck(~lrson, et. al. :1.'389]. A Tonksr gas~ first proposed 

by L. Tonks in :1.936 CL. Tonks, :1.936J, is a gas 

restricted to only one-dimension. If one assumes the 

gas to be in equilibrium, the molecules cannot exchange 

places, (i.e. molf.~CL!le 3 is confinE•d to movf.·? only 

between molecules 2 and 4) ahd the molecules only 

experience nearest neighbor interactions; one can 

exactly solve the equation of state for this gas and 

express the result in terms of a single integral for 



arbitrary potentials. Thus, the Tonks' gas is an 

excellent base for development of a statistical theory 

to explain the one dimensional phenomena. 

For the Tonksr gas configuration CFigure 19) the 

partition function is expressed in general as [Munster~ 

lKkersc•n, et. al. 19f:19J, 

z = J J J d x3 . . . e ~; P c- I! V ) II.1f:3 

and specifically for this configuration 

where is 1/kaT, and VCX) is the pairwise interaction, 

and X1 is referenced to zero and XN to L. By applying 

LZ = fo ;:,;p ( -sL) z dL II.20 

= c <D ( S) JN+1 

r,.-J h f2 '( (:·? 

<D C s) = fo :PC -sr) e:,;p c- I! V ( r) ) dr. 

Now consider the scattering function for this 

configuration in the single scattered Born approximation 

(1/N) <l:e~;p(ik Cr:~.-rJ)) > 
lj 

I C k) = 
Equation II.22 can be rewritten in the form 

ICkl = (1/N) C<N> + <~expCik Cr:~.-rJ))) 
l)j 

< ~ expCik Cr:~.-rJ)))J 
I( j 

= 1 + CS/N) + CS*/N) 

II.22 



S == < l: (~ ~~; p ( i k ( ·r- :1. -·-·r .J) ) >. 
l)j 

Recall, the Tonks' gas particles have fixed order, thus 

for i >j 

·~'" ~- ··-r ..:1 -··· (l' ~- -····( ~- -···:t.) + (r ~- -···:1. -··r :1. ·-··::.:) + .•. + (r .j·+·:~.··-r .J). 

As with the partition function, apply the convolution 

theorem to the numerator to find 

LN = L(ZS) 
N N 

= I: I: [CD ( s) J N- :1. .... 1 [ lU ( s) J :1. - .J [ CD ( s) J .J 
j)l i=1 . 

= I: I: [ CD( s) J N+ 1 [ \1.1 ( s) I CD ( s) J :1. - .J 

= [ CD ( s) J N+ 1 I: I: [ w ( s) I CD ( s) J :1.- .J 

where 

IU(s) = sO:p(-(s-iklrl exp(- pV(rll dr. 

Now take the laplace inverse to reQain N 

I I. 2~5 

N •-1 lc+ie. 
N '''=~~ (11 2Tii) · e:t;p(Ls) [CD(s)JN+ 1 ['LI(s) /CD (s)J:t.-.j ds 

•=2•=1 c-i-' 
By using the method of steepest descents and carefully 

choosing the contour of integration, c, such that the 

phase remains stationary on the real axis, the integral 

becomes 

r: (exp((N+i)f(c))/2) s::,;p(-(N+1)f"(•:)y2 12) X(r:) dy 

.. -
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f(c) = CLciCN+i)) + ln ~(c) 

c:\ncl 

X(c) = [ t1.1 (o:) I CD (c)J:L-.J 

and c is chosen such that f' (c) - 0. 

If one assumes, X(c) varies slowly compared to the 

exponential, a simple a gaussian integral results, and 

integrating I becomes 

I== (ey;p((l\l+l)f(c)) X(c))*(2 (1\i+l)f"(c))-.. j./::;~ 

Similarly, the partition fun2tion becomes 

Thusr the numerator becomes 

Ni..j = Z [til( •:) I CD ( •:) J :L -.J 

where 

X(o:) = [ tl.l(o:) I~ (o:) J:L-.J. 

and the normalized scattering function is 
N 1-1 

s = N/ z = I I ( "'I ~ ) :1. -.J 
•=2i=1 

The summation is a geometric series; thus, the 

scattering intensity is given by 

and 

ICkl = 1 +SIN+ S*IN 

= 1 + C t1.1 I~ - t1.1 J + C til I ~ - t1.1 J* 

CD (c) = lim tU(c) 
c-o 

II.2G 

II.27 

II .. 28 

I I • ~?H) 

II.~3l 

where c depends on the concentration, k is the scattered 

wave vector, and VCr) is the pair potential of 
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interaction between the particles. By evaluating 

equation II.30 numerically (Appendix A is a sample 

computer program used to evaluate this integral.), one 

can obtain the scattered intensity as a function of the 

scattered wave vector, equation 1.29. Thus, one can 

develop a theoretical diffraction pattern given a form 

for the pair interaction potential. From this 

theoretical development, one can obtain, for example~ 

the positions of the diffraction peaks which can be 

compared directly with the experimental data. 

Therefore, the m-m technique provides a direct 

means of examining forces in a colloid system - not a 

model system - and provides a method by which one can 

compare several pair potentials relatively easily by 

using the statistical method described here. With this 

development, one can use either system - the electric 

field in water or the ferrofluid composite - thereby 

investigating the stabilization forces in different 

systems. Given this method one can now examine in much 

greater detail the experiment applied in this study. 



CHAF'TEr::: I I I 

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Intr.:•duc·t i eon 

The focus of this study is to investigate the 

stabilization forces present in a colloidal suspension. 

As discussed previously, the experimental technique uses 

an applied electric field to induce a dipole-dipole 

interaction between the particles while monitoring their 

separation via a simple light scattering technique. 

Thus~ the method allows one to measure the particle 

separation as a function of the applied field. It is 

the purpose of this chapter to discuss the development 

and tests of the apparatus and procedure used in this 

study. 

For the investigation, one must have: 

1) A sample cell with a means of 
measuring the applied voltage, thus, allowing 
for the determination of the applied electric 
fi !~1 d. 

2) An accurate representation of the 
diffraction pattern produced by applying such 
a field. It !Jo)as neo::<~s;;sary to have <-:l.n precL::;E· 
measure of peak location and intensity~ in 
addition a measure of the separation of the 
sample from the data collection device in 
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order to accurately determine the scattering 
angle. 

3) A sample adequately characterized to 
allow for the accurate determination of the 
constants necessary to estimate the theoretical 
stabilization forces present in the colloidal 
suspension under investigation. 
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The basic experimental configuration used for this 

study is remarkably simple. While, the primary 

investigation discussed here is based on an applied 

electric field, the configuration used for this study 

may be modified to look at other systems. The 

configuration may be easily modified to study the 

affects of an applied magnetic field. 

Basic Configuration 

The configuration is comprised of the following 

equipment: 

a) a Spectra Physics Stabilite Model 120 
HeNe laser C15 mV) 

b) an optical bench 
c) a lens (optional) 
d) a sample platform (and corresponding apparatus 

for field application) 
e) a converted computer printer - i.e. the opt1cal 

scanner 
f) A/D converter 
g) an Apple II plus computer 

Figure 20 shows how the above equipment was 

utilized. The sample platform is a sample cell holder 

designed for the·particular sample cell in use~ The 
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Figure 20. Schematic of the experimental configuration. 
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platform ic a means of carefully positioning the sample 

into the experimental configuration. A i::tdditional 

apparatus required to conduct the electric field 

experiments (Figure 21) are the cell designed for the 

electric field experiments, a Tektronix FG 501A 2 MHz 

Function Generator, and a Hitachi V-152 F 15 MHz 

o~::;o: i ll osc ope. 

A regular computer prihter was modified to be used 

a o:: .:> an optical scanner. The print head was r (·:?mO\lf2d 

replaced with an attachment that contained the 7180 

photo pin diode and housing CSee Figure 22). 

head position is quite accurately positioned in printing 

to produce good quality print and was felt to be 

accurate for our studies. At each print position a 

signal is sent from the printer to trigger an A/D 

converter¥ a reading is taken from the pin diode 

through the AID converter, and stored in computer 

memory. There are 512 points taken acres~ the scan. 

Using this scanning system, one can accurately 

measure the intensity distribution of the diffraction 

patten1. The system was tested for both resolution and 

distortion, by using a simple block test. 

conducted by placing a block (8.40 em wide) just in 

front of the plane defined by the sweep of the pin 



The block had sharp edges and was illuminated 

from behind, therefore, a silhouette of know size and 

shape was produced. A scan was taken, recorded and a 

hard copy produced (Figure 23). As one can see there 

is a sharp decrease in the intensity as the diode 

reached the first edge of the block and sharp increase 

in the intensity as it passes the second edge. The 

intensity changes over a few data points as one would 

expect due to the bending of light around the edges of 

the blcu:k. The width of the block determined from the 

scan was 8.38 em. It appears that the scanning system 

devised is an accurate and a reliable collection device. 

Several experimental cells were tried for this 

experiment. Two basic designs were used for this cell, 

however, after modifications only one cell type was used 

to conduct the experiments. Figure 24 shows the first 

cell design used to determine if such experiments were 

feasiblE0 . Figure 25 shows t~e ultimate experimental 

.::e:•ll cle!::;:i.\~n. 

Key elements of the cell are the capacitor plates 

and the transparent walls. The transparent walls allow 

the light scattering to be conducted in the cell. fhe 
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Cover Slip 

Schematic of the sample cell used for this 
study. 

capacitor plates ars the most important feature of the 
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cell. Several different types of plate materials may be 

employed, e.g. stainless steel strips, copper strips, 

and copper t,::\pe. Important features of the capacitor to 

consider are the thickness and the separation 6f the 

p 1 ,at(~S. 

The original cell used the stainless steel plates 

of thickness 0.05 em and a separation of 0.02 em. In 

this cell the plates were epoxied to a microscopic 

slide. The gap was filled with the sample and covered 

with a microscopic cover slip. With this cell, the 

original experimental tests were carried out. ThE? m,"::tjor· 
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problem encountered using this experimental design is 

that the sample has a tendency to evaporate or flow out 

of the cell, thus, making it difficult to conduct long 

experiments. However, the data taken using this cell 

clearly demonstrated that the experiment could be 

undertaken and qualitatively was the same as that taken 

with the improved cell design. 

The improved cell design was needed to correct the 

problem faced with the original design. In this cell 

copper tape was used for the capacitor plates. This 

tape is 0.0102 em in thickne~s and had a separation of 

0.08 em in most cases. <With the copper tape, several 

separations were tried.) Th~ copper tape was insulated 
I 

from the walls of the cell holder with either paper or 

for the most part tape so as not to short out the 

capacitor. The walls of the cell were circular 

microscopic cover slips 0.2 mm in thickness and 18 mm in 

diameter. This cell design allowed for much longer 

experimental runtime and was much easier to employ. 

Evaporation and cell leakage was reduced to minor 

problem and only after much longer periods of time. 

With the original cell design experiments usually only 

lasted for about one hour, and with the improved design 

experiment could generally last for three to four hours. 

For the experiments conducted in this study, the 

maximum applied voltage was 30 volts peak to peak <VPPl, 
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which corresponds to a maximum applied electric field of 

26,500 V/m (265 V/cm). The minimum applied field for 

each run was dependent on the intensity of the observed 

pattern. For all of the samRles studied, an intense 

pattern was observed at the maximum applied field. As 

the applied field was reduced, the intensity reduced 

until at some point the intensity of the first order 

diffracted maxima could not be detected accurately which 

determined the lowest applied field for that sample. 

For the case of the highest ionic strength used (0.01 M 

KN03l, this would generally occur at an applied voltage 

of 21 VPP or a field of 18,600 V/m (186 V/cm). 

A concern for this study is the field uniformity, 

since one assumes that the spheres in suspension 

experience a uniform applied. field. In the case of this 

sample cell, the length of the capacitor plates is 1 em, 

i.e. the plates run completely across the wall of the 

cell, and measurements were ~onducted by scattering 

light only from the central region of the cell. Thus, 

one would expect no fringe effects from the ends of the 

plates. In addition, the capac1ty of the reqion between 

the plates is hibher than the region beyond the edges of 

the plates, implying that the fringe effects may be 

neglected. 



Sample~ 

The samples were comprised of polyvinyltoluene 

CPVT) particles suspended in water. The physical 

characteristics of the particles used in this 

investigation are given in Table 3. The PVT particle 

was originally chosen such that one could conduct 

magnetic field experiments with the same particle used 

for the electric field experiments, these particles do 
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not to dissolve in some of the ferrofluids used for the 

ferrofluid composite system while our polystyrene 

particles do dissolve. The original qualitative 

measurements were done by using the PVT particles direct 

from the manufacturer, and qualitative measurements were 

also made on 2.0 um polystyrene particles in order to 

insure that the PVT particles did not differ 

significantly from the results obtained by Richetti, 

et. al. and Fraden. Later studies were conducted by 

using a variable io~ic strength and well characterizable 

particles. Potassium nitrate (KN03)? a 1~1 electrolyte, 

was chosen for this study because it is the same used by 

Isrealachivili, et. al. in his m-m. 

The 1:1 electrolyte notation is a means of 

representing the valency of the ions in solution. For 

example, in the case of KN03 or NaCl, the z. value for 

the positive cation in solut1on is equal to one as well 



THE PHYSICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
PARTICLES USED IN THIS STUDY 

l"lee.n Di amE~t <::"?1·· 

Std. Dev. 
Per· Cent sol :ids 

as provided by the 
Manu fact U1'" e1" 

Densi t:y (o/ml.) 
(@ 20 df?g·re(·;?~:; C) 

Refractive Index 
(@ ~"5':30 nm) 

Area per charge group 
(A2/ch~~Q• gr~up) 

Lot. 1\.lo. 
6402 

~~~ • () :2: 
II() 1 ~35 

(; Jl :7~·~. 

1. 027 

:1..5808 

~).::1·4 

.... ,c:. 
I \ . .J 

Lot . l\lo. 
1 0-···~i5··-·7 

2. l ::;~ 

• (l.::j.f.)f.:, 

1.027 

420 

SUMMARY OF THE ZETA POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS PROVIDED BY 
THE MANUFACTURER. THESE MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN 

USING A PEN KEM SYSTEM 3000 INSTRUMENT. 

Solution 

0. 1 1"1 1\li::\C 1 
0. OJ. 1'"1 Ni:i~Cl 

0. 00 l 1""1 l<:l'·l(h, 
0 " 0 0 0 ~i 1'1 1·:::1\l [):,., 
0. (l(H)O~.i 1"1 I<I\ICl:"1 

·····J.C ... 4 

..... t:~!:.i 11 f~ 

····~j.::l." ~5 

..... 5~:3" E3 

..... ::1.~7.i" 7 

..... :l :l • :=_i ~~-

* Measurements at this ionic strength seem to be 
difficult. Two other measurements at this 10n1c 
strength were provided one at -7 .. 91 mV and a second at-
6'3. ·j m\l. 
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as the z_ value for the negative anion. 

represent Na2N02 as a 2:1 electrolyte. 

Thus, one can 
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Additional characterizing information was obtained 

from the manufacturer regarding the 2.12 um PVT 

particles. The manufacturer <Interfacial Dynamics 

Corporation) provided several different electrophetic 

mobility measurements in various ionic solutions for 

this particular particle~ Figures 26 - 32 are 

reproductions of the actual electrophoretic measurements 

made on the lot of particles used for this study. The 

measurements made in the KN03 solutions were made at 

similar ionic strengths to those used in this study. 

Table 4 provides a summary of the measured zeta 

potentials of the particles from Figures 26 - 32 and 

additional measurements provided by the manufacturer. 

The values reported by the manufacturer are zeta 

potentials. There has been some discussion about 

whether or not a zeta potential is a true surface 

potential or even whether the zeta potential has been 

properly defined in the various experimental 

determinations of the potential [Private 

Communication]. The general consensus is that the zeta 

potential is the equivalent to the Stern potential, i.e. 

the potential at the distance of closet approach of an 

ion to the surface of the particle [D.H. Everett, 
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1988J. 

With properly characterizable particles, one can 

select particular variables to modify and control during 

the course of study. One can choose to vary 

experimental parameters such as the charge on the 

particle, the screening length (by controlling the ionic 

strength), the pH of the solution, the particle size, 

the shape, and the surface chemistry. The study 

presented here is a function of the ionic strength. By 

changing the ionic strength of the solution one can 

modify the Debye-length, how the particle are screened 

from one another in solution. Thus, this investigation 

is concentrated on the effects resulting from changes in 

the double-layer repulsion properties of the sample. 

In order to accurately determine the ionic 

strength, the samples supplied from the manufacturer 

were deionized. The samples were deionized using a BIO-

RAD ion exchange resin CAn analytical grade mixed bed 

resin AG501-x8CD); 20-50 mesh; fully regenerated; 

Control number 27180) with the ratio of resin to sample 

in solution was approximately one to two. Samples were 

deionized by standing for a week in the resin with 

periodic tumbling. After this step, the samples were 

prepared by mixing 10 ul of the particles into 10 ul of 

a selected ionic solution. The solution and the 

particles were mixed and the sample cell was sealed. 
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Prior to loading the sample for the first time, the cell 

was cleaned by rinsing the cell with a cleaning 

solution, followed by rinsing the with de1on1zed water, 

then rinsing the cell three to five times with the 

Barnsted water (8arnsted water is purified by pass1ng 

the water through a series of ion exchange filters 

producing highly deionized water.) and allowing the cell 

to dry. After the first run was completed, the sample 

was changed. Prior to loading the second sample¥ the 

cell was rinsed four to six times with the Barnsted 

water and allowed to dry. The experiments were 

conducted by increasing the ionic strength to reduce the 

effects of contamination from the previous samples. 

An ionic solution was prepared by dissolving 1.395 

grams of potassium nitrate CKN03J into 100 ml of 

Barnsted water. Four other !solutions were prepared by 

dilution. 

A comparative solution was made to mimic the 

experimental samples. It would have been very costly to 

use an exact solution due the volumes required in order 

to a make conductivity measurement. For a given sample, 

the conductivity was measured on a solution composed of 

5 ml Barnsted water (the sa~e water used to make the 

ionic solutionsv conductivity of approximately 1 umho) 

and 5 ml of the KND3 solution. (Recall that the sample 

solutions used in the actual experiments were a mixture 



10 ul of the deionized particles and 10 ul KN0 3 

solution.) The conductivity cell was rinsed between 

each measurement with deionized water until the lowest 

conductivity was recorded. The sample was put into the 

cell several times, until the conductivity measurements 

read the same value between measurements. 

was repeated for each sample. The value measured was an 

experimental conductivity, G~ where G is defined as 

t7:i = I<~ II I.. 1 

where K is the conductivity cell const~nt (for the cell 

used I<== O.E.B), <:l.ncJ ~ :i.s thf: ''specific conduct,;:lnCf?'' .. 

Table 5 gives the measured values for G at 23 degrees C. 

These values were corrected to 25 degrees C. 

values were also corrected for the water background such 

that the G value obtained is due strictly to the KN03 

i()I"1~S. From the G value the ~pecific conductance was 

ohta:i. nt:~d. 

From the specific conductance, the ionic 

concentration was determ1ned. Th:i. ~:;; 

concentration value was used to determine the Dehye 

screening length for a 1:1 electrolyte. 

E0lf.·2Ctl'Olyte. This experimental Debye lengths using the 

method outlined in by Isrealachvili [lsrealachvili 

( 1 '3B4) J. The Debye length is given by 
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1/K II I. 2 

·-·· 0.304::;;~ nm 

This result was verified by Hiemenz [Hiemenz, 1986J. 

These values were used when evaluating the experimental 

data. 

The Basic Experimental Procedure 

for Data Collection 

The experimental procedure is as follows: 

1. 

.... 1 

,,::. n 

A sc.'lmpl e 
filled. 

l. <" 
-~ chosen and the sample cell 

The sample cell is placed into the 
experimental apparatus given on page .t:='7' 

t ... i " 

3. The maximum field i~ applied to allow for 
a strong diffractio~ pattern to form, in 
most cases a strong pattern form in less 
than 15 minutes, however, the sample was 
generally left for 30 minutes prior to 
taking d.:tti:.'l. 

4. f\ given irun of d<.:\t,::\:is signal a\/er·agt;:.>cl .:::•\'E::Jl·

ten individual scans, to reduce noise and 
·::;t .:::.·r" E·cl on d i s; k .. 

~3. Th~? f i 0?1 d i ~:s 'r" (~?due eo! ,:;1nd a ''<.not h0?r r" un i ~''· 
taken and saved.. This process is repeated 
until the diffraction cannot be measured. 

6. Once a complete series is taken the data 
are removed from the disk and printed. 
While taking the data from the disk, the 
particle form factor is divided out of the 
run. The particle form factor was measured 
prior to applying the maximum field. The 
computer programs used in this study are 
given in Appendix A. 

7. The separation of the first diffracted 
peak is measured in centimeters from the 
zeroth order peak. This measurement 



determines the scattering angle which is 
related to the average separation of the 
particles. 

The raw data obtained in these studies are the 

scattering angle and the value of the applied field. 

While the technique is simple in concept, we must 

carefully examine this method for the following 

potential problems: 
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(1) Is the decreasing electric field method of the 

data collection correct? .. Are there hysteresis effects? 

(2) It is apparent that there are time dependent 

effects; is the system at an equilibrium? How 

significant are these effects? 

(3) Are there particle concentration effects 

present? 

(4) How are the data corrected for the cell walls? 

These questions were examined in careful detail. 

Corrections to the Raw Data 

The raw data collected are the applied voltage and 

a representation of the intensity distribution of the 

diffraction pattern as it would appear on a screen. 

However, the diffraction pattern is a result of the 

scattering of the individual particles in solution, the 

ordered structure of the particles, and the cell walls. 

Thus, certain corrections must be made to the raw data 



center separation of the particles. 

Consider a single finite sized scatter (the 

geometry is given in Figure 33), in this case the 

scatter is a sphere. It can be assumed that this 

scatter is a collection of induced point dipoles which 

scatter light to a detector~ such that there is no 

significant internal multiple scattering. Th:i. s; i !:::. 

general assumption of the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye scattering 

y ki Incident wave vector 
ks Scattered wave vector 
r Posit ion 

ki 
~ 

111 1-11 !Ill 
R Distance 
D Detictor 11111-l llll 

r 
' .... 

\ks .... ... ... ... ... ... :x ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... .... .... .. 

D 

''.7•""::1 ..,,,1-...J n by a point object . 

The validity of this theory depends on the 

p1robab:i.l:i.ty of inter·nal ~::.cc:\t,t:F21":i.no is ~:.mall, :i .. E·o'. 

2ka(m·--1) << 1 I I I .. 3 



where 2kCm-1l is the inverse of a length estimating the 

distance between scattering events of a single photon 

and a is the particle size •. 

The total scattered field is given by summing the 

individual fields produced by collection of dipoles in 

the particles [Kerker C1969)J 

ET = L E. dV 

=LA expCicr.p wt~) d3r 

where A is the amplitude of the field. 

I I I. 4 

Solving equation III.4 for the case of a sphere~ on 

obtains 
S . 2TI f J r2 dr L. dCD L exp < i krcos a) 

0 0 -1 
ET = A expC-iwtl 

= A expC-iwt) C3/u3) <sin u - u cos u) a3 IIL5 

where Lt == ka. Therefore, the scattered intensity for a 

= A2 a 6 EC3/u3 ) (sin u;- u cos u)J 2 

= A2 a• PCka) III.6 

where PCkal is known as the particle form factor. This 

factor is dependent on the s~ape of the particle, thus, 

for a different shape one would expect a different 

functional dependence on u. For large particles - Mie 

theory is necessary but provides the same qualitative 

structure of PCk). 

Now consider a random d{spersion of identical 

spheres of size a. In equation 111.5, the particle in 



question is sitting at the origin, thus one must modify 

this by adding a phase factor to account for positions 

other than the origin, rewriting equation III.5 

E =A a~ CP(ka)) 1 ' 2 exp(i(~-1- wt)l. I I I. 7 

The total scattering from a random dispersion of N 

particles is simply a sum over a positions, i.e. 
N 

1:~ T :::: ~-~, a ::3 ( F' ( k cl ) ) 1 '~.z f? >~ p ( ·-- i '<J t ) I (:e :· .. ·; p ( i '1t • 1 ) II I. f:3 
•=1 

By taking a positional average, one may calculate the 

scattered intensity of the dispersion, 
N 

I < k ) a I A I 2 a 6 P C: k a) < I e :4 p < i K. r d e :"~; p < - i k'. r ..:1 ) > II L ·~) 
l,j 

There are N identical terms in which i - and <1> = 1, 

thus 

I(k) a N IAI 2 a 6 F'(ka) 

N 
* ( 1 + ( 1 IN) < I eX p ( i K . ( r :1. -r .J ) ) > 

·~i -
III.:I.O 

Recall, the dispersion is comprised of identical 

particles, therefore the re~aining average may be 

' . ...J·( i t ten i:~. ~:; 

<Ie:,;pC:ik·Cr:~.-r.J))> = N :<N-1) <e:t;p<il<·<r:~. -r..:~))> 

For independent particles, the averages over particles 1 

and j may be preformed independently or 

= 0 fQr k f. 0 

The averages are zero because expCikr1l takes on all 

values on the unit circle uniformly as r varies over its 

full range. Therefore, equation III.10 becomes 

I<k) aN lA:::.: as P<ka) III.ll 



Thus in a random dispersion, the measured intensity 

is just the sum of the individual contributions of all 

the spheres without the interparticle interference. 

Experimentally, it means that one can measure PCka) from 

a dispersion containing many of spheres. In th:i.~::; ~:;tudy~, 

P(ka) was measured by recording the diffraction pattern 

f l-1. ll "jld" ..... l" o· ~~e co .. Olla. 1spers1on pr1or ~o app. y1ng 

electric field and stored for later use. 

Now consider a dispersion of particles that 

interact with one another, such 1s the case for the 

dispersion used in this study when the field was applied 

to the ~~ampl0?. One can obtain information about the 

structure induced by the particle interaction from the 

scattering pattern produced. Thi~==· structural 

information in the dispersion can be described by the 

This function is 

I I I . :1.? 

where n is the particle number density, and the function 

at position r1, while a second particle is at ra. 

Explicitly the function P(r1,r2) is defined as 

N CN-1) d 3 r1 d 3 r2 f ... s expC-V/kwT) d 3 r3 ••• d 3 rN 

J ··-· f e"Xpc-V./kaT) d 3 r1 d 3 rN 

where V is the interactibn potential of the total 



average scattered intensity 

<ICkl> a <:ET::;~> 

NN 
-··· c F'(k) < (l./N:>IIe:·,.;p(ik(ri.--·rj)) '•, III.l3 .. ·· 

I j 

where c is a constant dependent on experimental 

parameters, and P(k) is the particle form factor. !3:i.ncE> 

the particles are identical, one can argue that the 

average can be written as 

r-<:ewr it i ng 

··I I <' • ~ (- ...... ·~ ·~' ·=.. exp .1 t:: • . r :a. -r ..J • • ,;· = 

N + J!expCi~·(f1-;2)P(r1,r2) d3 r 1 d3 r2 III.l4 

In a system with translational symmetry (e.g. PCr 1 ,r2) -

P(r&-r2)) and using relative coordinates, one can now 

write the average in terms of the pair correlation 

function £.4 ( t" ) , 

<IIE~~~;p(il<·Cr;.·-.. fr.J:>:>> ..... ~,j +· Nnf<;,l(r·)<;;>:~;pCi1<·1l d:;'·1r 

Th•:? int<~?gr<::!l 

f,.,: .. ;pcir:. r) d=il~·· :::: b(k) 

III.l~) 

function S(k), known as the static structure factor, as 

f:3(k) "'' CJ./I\1) I<~?:.-;pCi1<·CY.:i ..... ·'tj))> III .. :I.E) 

Finally, one can write for the scattered intensity 

I(k) == c r::•(k) SCkl I I I" :1.7 

This result is important for the study presented 
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A superposition of the total scan, the form 
factor, and the structure factor Cthe 
structure factor is printed on a different 
scale than the total scan). 

here primarily because this states that one may lift out 

the structure factor simply by dividing out the form 

factor (experimentally, this division was carried out by 

a computer program. See ,t.>,ppencl:i. :,; Al. 



superposition of the total scan, the form factor, and 

the structure factor resulting from the division of the 

total scan by the form factor. The center to center 

separation is based on the structure factor result. 

Once the structure factor scan was determined a 

l···1ard copy of the sc<::r.n ~-Jas pr··intecl. From the hard copy 

scan the separation of the zeroth and first order 

intensity maxima was measured. This measurement was 

made by locating the centers of the first and zeroth 

order peak and measuring the separation in centimeters 

with a vernier calipers. 

peak to peak measurement. 

t7:iiven the:;• peak to pE?ak :me,::iS:-Ul~ement, thf;;' r::~c<:~ttE~l"in£1 

angle was determined by using 

0:::: sin-l· { (1./1.33:~ 
i 
sin (tar·,-.. 1 (~,~/s)) III.1B 

where 1.333 is the refractive index of water, x and s 

are defined by the geometries presented in Figure 36. 

Given the scattering angle the average particle 

separation can be obtained from the grating theory 

presented in Chapter II. 

A test of consistency of equation III.lB the 

d :i. f fl" action grating theory and particle size was made h-...; ..... ·• 

irreversibly coagulating the particles under a maximum 

i':l.ppl :i. i:;)c:l f:i. f!:~l c:l. One can form permanent chains us1ng a 
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high ionic strength solution and applying a maximum 

Here 2.02 urn particles in 0.138 M KN03 formed 

permanent chains by applying a 30 VPP field. Undf2·r'· 

these conditions¥ one would expect that the center to 

center separation determined from the diffraction 

patten• to be e-:~que:1.l to the P<:\l'ticle size, 

size was determined to be 2.02 ~ 0.01 um. 

8 for the error analysis of this system. Tht.'f!<::.e 

coagulated systems were microscopically observed to 
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insure that (i) the samples were indeed coagulated, and 

(iil the chains were straight. In samples at lower 

applied electric fields there is some kinking or bending 

of the chains which will b~ discussed in a later 

chapte?r·. 

Time Dependent Effects 

The samples were tested for time dependent effects. 

Scans of the diffraction pattern were taken at various 

times under constant field conditions. 

the development of the diffraction pattern as a function 

It 1s obvious that the intensity is time dependent .. 

However, this study is only concerned with the position 

of the first order intensity maximum (i,e. 

particle separation) versus the applied field, and it 

was found that ~he position rapidly stabilizes in time. 
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An intuitive explanation for the observed behav1or 

1s that of the diffraction grating .. As discussed in 

Chaptt:?·r II, the intt=?n·:sity of thE? diffr,::<.ction pattE?·r-n is-; 

dependent on the number of particles in the chain, 

however, the position of the diffracted peak 1s not. 

Thus, it may be assumed that a local position 

equilibrium occurs, therefore, allowing for the use of 

the Tonks' gas formulation to interpret the observed 

From microscopic observations, the number of 

particles in the chain incr~ases with time. 

large structure of the syst~m is not equilibrated until 

a single long chain is formed in the cell. 

Test for Hystersis 

The experiment was con~ucted primarily by applying 

the maximum field, taking a data scan, reducing the 

applied field, taking a data scan, and so on until the 

first order diffraction peak was unable to be accurately 

dE·~tE'!!cted. The concern here is~ 

be affected by the experimental technique? Therefore~ a 

hystersis test was conducted. For this test a series of 

scans was taken by starting at a field where, after a 

period of time, the diffraction pattern could be 

detected; then raising the applied teld until the 

maximum applied field was reached. 
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analyzed and compared with a corresponding falling run. 

This test determined that there was no measurable 

difference between the position of the diffracted peak 

of the rising scans and falling scans. 

is a great variation in the intensity measurements. 

This discrepancy between the intensity measurements 

can be easily ~xplained in t~rms of the time dependent 

At the low end of the applied field the 
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induced dipole interaction is weak and it takes a long 

time for the chains to form. As the field is increased 

the dipole interaction is strong and the less time it 

takes to form the chains. Recall that the position or 

the separation between the particles is not time 

dependent, but the intensity of the diffracted peak is 

dependent on the time. Thus, the advantages of starting 

at the high field and the resulting technique of 

lowering the field are it takes less time for the chains 

to form and the intensities are much greater. 

Position of Scan 

The experimental scans of the diffraction pattern 

were not made through k = 0. The primary reason for 

this is that if the scans were made through k = 0, the 

pin diode would have passed through the laser beam. 

Since, the computer programs used determine relative 

intensities, the intensity at this point would have 

washed out the important information. 

. ... . -
pOSl"c,lOn Ot the scan line was tested to ensure that 

diffraction pattern did not vary in ky. 

The applied field was held constant and the 

detection device was raised and lowered while taking a 

series of data scans. The position of the diffracted 

peak was unaffected by the position of the scan line, 

however, the ability of the pin diode to pick up the 
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diffracted peak was limited at certain positions because 

of destructive interference due to the form factor of 

the particle. The optimum scan line was chosen to be 

2 to 4 em above or below the plane defined by the laser 

beam CThe sample was generally 10 to 20 em away.). 

Concentration Effects 

As seen previously, the intensity of the 

diffraction pattern increases as the number of particles 

in the chain increases. Therefore, if one increases or 

decreases the concentration of the particles in the 

suspension one would expect at the very least an effect 

on the intensity of the pattern on similar time scales. 

However, we must be ascertain if there effects on the 

position of the diffracted peak as a function of 

concentration. 

A concern was that the Tonks' gas theory predicts 

an increase in the one dimensional pressure as the 

number density of particles increases. This increase of 

pressure produces a reduction in the center-to-center 

distance. However, the Tonks' gas theory predicts that 

in a range of applied electric fields, corresponding to 

the region investigated experimentally, the theory is 

independent of concentration affects. Thus, it was 

necessary to test various concentrations of samples to 

verify an independence on concentration in agreement 
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with the theoretical predictions. 

Several different concentrations were tested. <The 

series of concentrations used was dependent on the 

particles used for the particular sample.) It was found 

using various particles and concentrations, the position 

of the diffracted peak was not dependent on the 

concentration used, while the intensity of the peak was 

affected. This again can be understood intuitively 

using the diffraction grating argument ~s u~ed 

previously, i.e. the more particles in the chain the 

stronger the intensity of the diffracted peak. 

One other concentration related phenomenon is that 

of double chaining, see Figure 55. This phenomenon was 

observed in a magnetic ferrofluid composite system at 

high concentrations of particles at high applied 

magnetic fields. Thus, it was necessary to verify that 

this either occurred or did not occur in the electric 

field cases. The observation conducted microscopically 

showed no signs of the double chaining phenomena at the 

concentrations employed in this study or the applied 

fields. CThe maximum con~entration used in this study 

was 8% sd.l 

Frequency Effects 

The electric field used was produced by an applying 

an oscillating voltage at 1 MHz across a set of 
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capacitor plates. This oscillating field was employed 

when a static voltage is applied. 

oscillating field does have its disadvantages, because 
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the dielectric constant is frequency dependent¥ and the 

ions in the solution may follow the field. 

frequency dependent effects may be unknown. 

Thest:-: 

The ion mobility was of great concern in these 

If the frequency is too small, the 

ions in solution will have time to diffuse during a 

cyclf:?. This leads to the distortion of the ion clouds 

about the particles~ as well as the hopping of ions from 

surface to surface. These parameters were not 

considered in the theoretical development, and the ion 

cloud distort would make data intbrpretation difficult. 

Therefore, a frequency must be chosen high enough that 

this diffusion process can be neglected which is 1 MHz 

However, to ensure that we Jere not in a roll off region 

due to small particle separation, a test was conducted 

using 10 ul of 2.12 um PVT particles in 10 ul of 0.0138 

M KN03 solution by varying the frequency from 2x10 5 Hz 

This test showed that there 

was no measurable affects due to frequency over this 

y· ·:':1 n <J (·:? • 

1-\noth(;?l'. fy·(;?qUE~ncy E·f fec·t thc:l.t mu.·:::;t hi!:'' (~()r .. ;':::.i. dr."·r·f':)d :i. ~::. 

the change of the dielectric constant over the range of 

ion:i.c s;tr-enothr,;;. ancl thE'~ ·f·r""E·q'u.ency E~mplo~/E~cl :i.n th:i.:::. 

The dielectric constant is a frequency 

clepenclent quantity, Table 6, shows the dependence of the 
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quantity on fyequency for four different ionic 

s;.t l'' E•n !;It h S. (These data were provided for this study by 

Dr. Lange, Oklahoma State University.) 

readily see, only the imagihary portion of the 

dielectric constant seems to be drastically affected by 

the frequency and ionic str~ngth. For the three lowest 

ionic strengths, the effect is negligible, howeveY, at 

the highest ionic strength tested there is a larger 

!'2 f f ec t . This result provides some explanation as to why 

one encounters a conduction effect; that the highest 

- - 1 .. ,d ·- 1 +: ·- -· .. ·•-' r- n ·L 'JB'· 1v1 , .... I\'() <:tf.Jp . .l 0. vu. Jdgc• .1. n L.rl ,~ -· •. '·-·~ ,. r··. '. :3 to 

Fo·r thi<:; .study, i it '-Nas c.::.ncluded the\t th.:c'!! 

effects due to frequency were negligible under the range 

of ionic strengths used. 

Cone l u~::;:i. on~:;. 

The method and the instrumentation were vigorously 

tested to insure that the msasurements were accurate and 

The results of the investigations conducted 

not only proved that the method was viable, but also 

provided a great deal of in~ight into the nature of the 

experimental systems. This insight was needed in order 

to fully understand the nature of the results obtained. 
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TilE"' r-·r·"l ···l'IIl Jlvl{:-,(:iTN6F:·v Pi~\RTG OF' ·rt· .. IL DIE:L..ECTF::JC:: ... .. ·r: ··• l''~l f··s \ •· . . ••· •' I I . 

- -~O~STANT AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY 

Conu~c-.~lty(mohs/m)= t.14E-6 C:_onduc t i:v.·fty ( mohs/m'> ~ .OOOff4 
F~pq<mht)Real D;C. Im~gK/to ATTEN<dB/m> Freq<mhz>Real D.C. ImagK/Ko ·ATTEN<dB/m) 

1 78 0 0 1 78.01 .01349 . 02111 
2 78 0 0 2 78 .003374 .02112 
5 78 0 0 5 78 0 (I 

7 78 0 0 7 78 0 0 
10 78 0 0 10 78 0 0 
20 78 0 0 20 78 0 0 
40 78 0 0 40 78 0 0 
50 78 0 0 50 78 0 0 
70 78 0 0 70 78 0 0 
80 78 0 0 80 78 0 0 
90 78 0 0 90 78 0 0 
100 78 0 0 100 78 0 0 
120 78 0 0 120 78 0 0 
150 78 0 0 150 78 0 0 
175 78 0 0 175 78 0 0 
200 78 0 0 200 78 0 0 

Conductivity(mohs/m)= .00114 Conductivity(mohs/m)= .0114 
Freq(mhz)Real D.C. ImagK/Ko ATTEN<dB/m Freq<mhz>Real D.C. ImagK/Ko ATTEN<dB/tn) 

1 79.33 1. 327 .209_4_ .. 1 148.8 70.76- 1 .529 
2 78.34 .3359 .2107 2 103.4 25.44 1. 834 
5 78.05 .05395 . 2111 5 83.07 5.069 2.046 
7 78.03 .02753 . 2111 7 80.66 2.663 2.077 
10 78.01 .01349 . 2111 1 0 79.33 1 . 327 2.094 
20 78 .003374 . 2112 20 78.34 .3359 2. 107 
40 78 0 0 40 78.08 .0842& 2. 111 
50 78 0 0 50 78.05 .05395 2. 111 
70 78 0 0 70 78.03 .02753 2. 111 
8(1 78 0 0 80 78.02 .02108 2. 112 
90 7B (l 0 90 78.02 .01666 2. 112 ~ 

100 78 0 0 100 78.01 .01349 2. 111 '-'-1::1 
120 78 (I 0 120 78.01 .009371 2. 112 
150 78 0 0 150 78.01 .005998 2.112 
175 78 0 0 175 78 .004407 2.112 
200 78 0 0 200 78 .003374 2. 112 



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In t l' od uc t i .::.n 

Recall that the initial experiment 0as designed to 

understand the .::.rdering phenomena found when applying a 

parallel electric field t.::. a. sample comprised of latex 

Similar experiments to the one pr.::.posed f.::.r 

this study were previously conducted by Richetti, et. 

al. .;:..nd F·r aden. As discussed in Chapter II, there were 

certain problems in the theo~y used to explain the 
i 

explain their results nor account for any of the 

stabilization forces present. Therefore, a new theory 

based on the Tonks~ gas was developed for this study, 

allowing one to investigate rot only the observed 

phenomena but the stabilization forces pr~sent in 

coll.::.idal systems. This investigation~ n.::.t only 

addresses the problems of the studies presented by 

other work done in the investigations of interparticle 

forces as discussed previously. 

Several experimental parameters could have been 

:l:L:l 
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adjusted, such as pH, ionic strength, surface chemistry, 

shape, etc., in order to test the nature of the 

stabilization forces present. By changing the ionic 

strength, one can directly modify the double-layer 

repulsion between the parti~les, therefore, one may 

expect observable changes in the manner in which the 

particles interact. This variable interaction should 

provide a meaningful insight into the total interaction 

between the particles and test the validity of the 

present theory. 

In this work ionic str~ngth studies were conducted 

on two sets of particles. bne set of particles was used 

for the initial qualitative!studies to insure that the 

experimental and theoretical methods were feasible. The 

particles used for this study were not as well 

characterized as the particles used for the more 

detailed quantitative study, where the zeta potentials 

had been measured. Both sets of particles underwent the 

same method of preparation and the same experimental 

tests as described in the previous chapter. 

Qualitative Results of the Ionic Strength Study 

The qualitative behavior observed in this study was 

the same as observed in the previous investigations 

presented by Fraden and Richetti, et. al. In all the 
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samples observed the average particle separation 

decreased as a function of the applied field. In 

neither of these ather investigations were the effects 

at a change in ionic strength addressed. 

The first noticeable affect, in the present workr 

is that the particle separation is not only dependent on 

the field strength but also on the ionic strength. The 

field required to induce chaining behavior is much 

greater in the lower ionic strength samples than the 

higher ones. The average particle separation is greater 

in the lower ionic strength samples for corresponding 

applied fields than at higher concentrations of KNO~. 

The intensity of the observed diffraction pattern is 

much less for the lower ionic strength samples than 

those at higher ionic strengths, evidently this is due 

to having fewer particles in the chains at the lower 

ionic strengths. Microscopic observations showed th3t 

the Brownian motion in the chains was greater at 

corresponding electric fields at the lower ionic 

strengths than the higher ones, which will also diminish 

the intensity maxima. All of the evidence points to the 

fact that the more deionized the sample is, the qreater 

the double-layer repulsion between particles. 

Not only was the Brownian motion greater in 

samples at lower ionic strengths at corresponding 

electric fields, but generally in samples at lower field 
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strenqths. As the Brownian motion increases, the chains 

develop kinks or bends and deviates from the assumed 

straight chain diffraction grating. Therefore, one may 

be concerned that this observed kinking shows up in the 

observed diffraction pattern and is responsible for the 

shift observed in the first order diffraction peak. 

However, recall that the average particle separation is 

smallest at the highest applied electric field. The 

separation of the first order diffracted maxima from the 

zeroth order maxima is greater at the higher applied 

fields than the lower applied fields. Thus, over the 

I 
course of an experimental run, as the measurements were 

taken from high field to low field, the first order 

diffracted peak shifts inward toward the zeroth order 

peak. 

This kinking effect may be estimated. Figure 39 

shows two chains. The first chain has bends or kinks in 

it as one would experimentally observe in lower ionic 

strength solutions or at lower applied fields. rhe 

second chain shows a chain without the kinks or bends 

which can be experimentally observed at certain ionic 

strengths and at higher applied field conditions. Each 

chain contains the same number of particles. From this 

picture it is seen that the kinks reduce the overall 

length of the cha1n at a fixed center to center 

separat1on of particles. 



a 

b 

d in em 

a) A chain exhibiting bending or kinking. 
b) A straight chain. 

:!. l ~:S 

The bends cause a decrease in the average projection of 

the particle center to center separation as measured 

parallel to the average direction of the straight chain 

formation. This result may also be seen in k-space. 

Using the simple diffraction grating theory~ the first 

c:.l·-c:IE·~·~' cl:i.ffr·;:,\ct:i.c:.n mi':\>;:i.ma~ m "" :Ly wc:.c.tlcl oc:cu·1" E:\t: 

e -- ~;in·····:t. (mA/d) 

- sin-:t. (6328x10- 10 /.477x10- 2 ) 

- 0.0076 degrees 

for chain one of Figure 39 and at 
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e - Sin- 1 (f:.328X10-lOf.5Q9x10-2 ) 

- 0.0071 degrees 

This implies that if 

the bending or kinking of the chain as the field is 

decreased is responsible for the observed shift in the 

first order diffraction~ the peak would shift away from 

the zeroth order peak~ which is contradictory to the 

experimentally observed phenomena. 

Additionally, this kinking behavior was examined 

mi c r· o~:sc op i call y. At the lowest ionic strength used (the 

worst case of kinking or bending) a micrograph was 

t<:3.kE~n. From this micrograph two chains were chosen and 

the deviation from a line parallel to the field line was 

This deviation was approximately 3 degrees, 

and no fluctuation was greater than 13 degrees. The 

deviation would have to be greater than 10 degrees to 

produce an error in the particle of significance. 

Quantitative Results of Ionic Strength 

Given the qualitative behavior of the systems under 

investigation and the idea that a force balance between 

the particles was present in the systems, a theoretical 

development was obtain~d in order to provide a 

quantitative understanding of the observed phenomena. 
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This theoretical development is based on a Tonks' gas. 

A Tonks' gas is a one dimensional gas in which the 

particles experience only nearest neighbo~ interactions, 

the particles cannot exchange places along the cha1n, 

and the particles are in equilibrium. This theoretical 

development was presented in Chapter II. 

From this theoretical development, one can obta1n 

an intensity scan similar to that obtained 

I, 

experimentally. From this ~heoretical intensity scan 

one can make predictions of the scattered intensity 

maxima positions in k-space versus the strengths of the 

applied electric field. Th0s 1 one has a means to test 
I 
! 

the various forms of the interparticle interactions 

present in the system via this Tonks' gas theory. 

First we make a few comments concerning the 

validity of the Tonks' gas ~pproach. The Tonks¥ gas 

requires that there are only nearest neighbor 

interactions. To the first approximations this is valid 

as the particles are larger than the typical range of 

interaction. Furthermore, .the particles cannot exchange 

places along the chain. From microscopic observations 

this fact seems to be ~erified. Finally it is assumed 

that the particles are in equilibrium. At best they are 

only in a local equilibrium as deduced from time 

dependent studies. 

From a previous chapter, it was pointe~ out that 
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there are time dependent effects in the intensity of the 

diffraction peaks implying that the system is not in a 

global equilibrium state. However, there were no 

observed time dependent effects in the position versus 

field measurements implying that the system is in local 

equilibrium. Therefore, we take the chains to be in 

local equilibrium and our analysis is only valid in the 

discussion of intensity maxima position versus field 

effects. This approach should not be used to analyze 

any of the observed intensity effects. 

Thus one has the potential of checking the 

consistency of the various interparticle interactions. 

The interactions chosen to be examined were based on the 

DLVO theory outline i.n Chapter I. This theory has been 

generally accepted as correct for the interpretations of 

the stabilization forces present in colloidal systems. 

This theory states that the total potential experienced 

by the particles is a sum, assuming additivity, of the 

attractive van der Waals potential and the coulomb 

repulsive potential, i.e. 

Vt = Va + Vr 

Thus, the pair potential for the systems under 

investigation here can be written as 

VCrl = Vdipole + Vt 

where for convenience of the analysis Vdipole is the 

dimensionless form of equation I.36 when 0 = 0 deqrees 
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Vdipole = A I X3 

where X is a dimensionless separation variable, and A is 

a constant dependent on the ~trength of the applied 

fieldr particle size and dielectric constant 

A:::: 1: tw a:3 E==~J / C4 ks: TJ. 

Here tw is the dielectric constant of water, a is the 

particle radiusr E is applied electric field, k~ the 

Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in degrees 

k(;;!l v:i. n. 

One could have chosen cinother form such as the 

forms presented in earlier dhapters for the dipole 

:i. nt ei" .::1.c t: :i. on" th!;?S;f? othey· 
i 

forms for the dipole 

interaction involve sample dorrections as discussed 
i 

previously in Chapter I. Thu~?, fo::<l" th:i.s <::;ttJ.dy th:i.s:. 

seems to be a valid approximation. 

The forms chosen for the repulsion and the 

attraction follow those presented by Verwey and Overbeek 

The repulsion term is based on the Derjagu:i.n 

approximation for spheres, ~nd is given by the 

dimensionless form of equation I"32, 

Vr - [a &w W2 I 2 ka TJ ln 1 + exp(-K 2a(x-1))) 

where x is the dimensionless separation variable, a is 

the particle radius, ke the Boltzmann constant, T is the 

temperature, K is the inverse Debye length, and w is the 

surface potential of the particle. Generally the value 

of W was used as a fitting parameter in this study, as 
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this was least well known or unknown experimentally. 

The van der Waals attraction used is an approximation 

for spheres given by Verwey and Overbeek [1948] in 

The dimensionless form of the 

approximation is by 

Va-- A I Cks T 24Cx-1)J 

where x is the dimensionless separation variable, and A 

is the Hamaker constant. 

Tl ..•.... , 
.-, E~ 1 n J. ·c 1 ,:\ .. fit to the 2.02 um data, used a 

theoretically determined value for the Hamaker constant 

A = 1.4 x 10- 13 ergs. 

This value given in Isrealachvili [1985] and Visser 

[1972] was obta:~.ned for polystryene-water-polystryene 

sf::.tem .. In a review of the literature no theoretically 

or experimentally determined value for the PVT-water-PVT 

system was found .. However, due to the similarity of PVT 

to polystyrene this value is a good approximation for 

the PVT-water-PVT system. Figure 40 presents the high 

and low theoretical fit to the experimental data. 

It is obvious that the theory and data do not 

However, there some very important features of 

t hi<:::. p 1 ot .. The line represents the case where there i~ 

only a hard sphere and dipole interaction between the 

p -i:':"i. "( t :i. C 1 F.~"' ~~;. " As noted in Chapter II the Tonks' gas 

theory predicts an s dependence, where s is dependent on 

particle the concentration. However, in this region of 
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The initial theoretical comparison of 
experimental data to the Tonks' theory 
using the theoretically determined Hamaker 
constant. The open triangles correspond 
to 10 ul of particles in 0.0000138 M KN03, 
closed triangles in 0.000138 M KN081 open 
diamonds in 0.00138 M KN03 and closed 
diamonds in 0.0138 M KN03. 



the applied field there is no observed, theoretical 

dependence on s corresponding to experimental studies. 

The theoretical fits to the data represented by the 

closed diamonds have collapsed, i.e. the theory predicts 

that the particles are in the primary minimum and not 

the stable secondary minimum observed. Thus, the theory 

predicts that particles would have irreversibly 

aggregated. The chaining behavior is reversible 

implying that the particles are in a stable secondary 

minimum. The theory was tested as to the integrati.on 

technique by changing the integral step size and 

location of the maximum of the barrier between the 

primary and secoridary minimum. The location of the 

collapsed prediction is due to the integration step. 

Qualitatively, the behavior of the fits, although 

they do show a linear behavior, is not in agreement with 

the experimental data. Thus, a modification to the pair 

potential used for this fit was made. 

A review of the.literature for experimentally 

de~ermined value~ of the Hamaker constant showed that 

there is a range of values measured for a polystyrene-

water-polystyrene system. A nice review of the previous 

experimental work as well as their own work was 

presented by Melik, et. al. [1985J. From this work, an 

experimental value of 



was determined through flocculation studies. F' :i. CJ l...l ·r- !':'.' 4 :1. 

presents a best fit of the theory to the experimental 

data using ~ as the fitting parameter where the only 

modification in the pair potential is the value of the 

Hamaker constant. 

In the fit, one can see that the agreement between 

the theory and experiment is fairly good. 

obtained from the best theoretical fit of the data. 

Figure 43 is a presentation of the total potential 

experienced by the particles at the highest applied 

field. If the particles were to be unstable at the 

determined surface potentials it would be apparent in 

thesF:: plots-, .. Even at the lowest 10n1c strength there is 

.::.;n ob~ser·v.,:;.blE· ''sl!:?cc.nda·r"y minimum'' •.Jhich h,::\~5 ,:~ di!:?pth t;h.::•.t 

is approximately 1 kT compared to the stabilization 

barrier, in which the particles can be trapped. It 

should also be pointed out that the positions of the 

m1nima in these wells are in fairly good agreement with 

the observed separation of the particles .. 

Another modification in the van der Waals theory 

was attempted because the region of particle separations 

lies between the normal van der Waals attraction and the 

retarded attraction, i.e. there may have been a distance 

dependence to the attraction. This modification follows 
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determined Hamaker constant. (Symbols 
defined in Fig. 40) 
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the method outline by Russel, et. al. [1989]. 

attraction equation 1.12 takes the dimensionless form of 

Va = - exp(-4 K a(x-1)) 
3:;~: ( ~~~ -M l ) 24 ( y; --· :1. ) 

Aeff - A1 ( 1 + CA3 2a(x-1) 3 /2)-2/3 

Al. -· 3 h 1u 1 (ii.-)2 MoOO ~~~~:2):;:: 

:1.6..;::7" kE' T cn,,,.2 + 

;and 

A3 ·-· n.", c... Cn",:o:~ + no::;'!) 1 /::;.~ 

··~ .fZ ·= 

where 
h ::::: 1. 055 :·,; 10--~ :Js 
1-J "= 1 • BB :·,; 1 0 16 1 / s: 
Fi.:::,2 -- 2,.::J.24 polystyrene 
n~2 = 1.777 water 

experimental data using thi~ modification. 

F":i. gur ~~ 

agreement is fairly good and to obtain this fit the 

surface potentials were higher than the previously. 

F"igure 45 displays the DLVO potentials given by the 

theoretical parameters obtained from the theoretical 

fit. Figure 46 is a graphic representation of the total 

potentials for the highest applied field. 

here that there are stable secondary minima in the 

These potential plots show that the wells 
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appear to be deeper than those obtained via the fit 

presented earlier. Again the position of the minima are 

in fairly good agreement wi~h the exper1mental results. 

In both of these modifications, test were conducted 

to ensure that there were no effects related to the s 

' dependence of the theory an~ to ensure that the starting 

point of the integration was properly chosen. Appendix 

C has the computer programs used for all the theoretical 

determinations. 

Based on the results of this investigation it was 

determined that a particle ~ith a measured surface 

potential was necessary. H~nce, a 2.12 um PVT particle 
t 

was ordered and the all the experiments were repeated. 

Figures 26 - 32 are reprodu~tions of the surface 

potential measurements obtained from the manufacturer. 

Qualitatively all the results are the same as those 
I 

obtained from the 2.02 PVT ~articles - there were no 

concentration effects, no d~pendence on frequency over 

the tested range, no time dependent effects on the 

position versus applied field, while there were time 

dependent effects on the intensity, no hystersis 

effects, and the average separation versus applied field 

decreased as the applied field was increased. 

The data and the theory were compared in the same 

manner as before with a radius modification in the 
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First, a fit using the flocculation Hamaker 

constant was tried. Figure 47 shows the results of the 

fit provided by this modification. As one can see the 

fit of the .data is extremely good. In fact this fit is 

better than those obtained from the previous study. 

While the surface potential~ are low 1 they are in line 

with the manufacturer's measured zeta potentials. 

Figure 48 displays the DLVO potentials for the 

fit. 

presents the total potentia1s observed for the highest 

el(:?ctric field. Both of these display the same features 

noted previously. 

Figure 50 is a comparison of the experimental data 

and the theoretical fit obtained by using the analysis 

according to Russel et. al. The results here are almost 

Hamaker constant except for .the surface potential at the 

lowest ionic strengths. These results were checked for 

These plots can be comp~red with plots made using 

One can see that for the case of the 

higher ionic strength the surface potential determined 

potentials determined by dielectrophersis. 

potential is not a true surface potential, it is based 
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on the mobility of a particle under going electophersis. 

The method here determines surface potentials which to 

this point have not been experimentally determined and 

only approximated by the zeta potential. Hcawever , at 

the lower i•:•ni•: strength there is s•:•me dis•:repancy. It 

should be pointed out that at the lower ionic strengths 

the dielectrophetic measurements are very difficult. 

Our method at lower ionic strengths is much more 

sensitive to changes to the surface potential, thus the 

surface potentials measured are well with in acceptable 

agreement. 

However, due to the discrepancies observed between 

the determined value of the surface potentials and the 

surface pc•tentials pra:avided 'by the manufacturer, the 

zeta potentials further ma:adificatia:ans may be necessary. 

First since the pair potentials are based a:an 

approximations- we only tes~ed modifications in the van 

der Waals attractia:an - one c6uld try ma:are exact forms 

for the pair potentials. Another modification made to 

the dipole term is possible even tha:augh the ca:arrections 

to the dipole approximation •ppear to be small. 

C:a:anc 1 usi cans 

From the results a:abtained, it is felt that the 

method presented here is a viable means a:af investigating 

the interparticle fa:arces present in a ca:alloidal system. 
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It provides the means to evaluate a number of theories 

in comparison to the experimental data obtained. The 

method is extremely versatile, i.e. a variety of 

experimental parameters may be used to test the theories 

present and a variety of experimental systems may be 

investigated. 

The technique employed here also has the potential 

of being an alternate technique to dielectrophersis 

especially at the lower ionic strengths where the 

dielectrophertic techniques are not as reliable. 

Moreover, the dielectrophertic technique is only a 

measure of zeta potentials - not surface potentials. 

The method presented here is a measure of surface 

potential, not zeta potential. Therefore, our method 

may be an improvement to the commercially available 

techniques. 



CHAF'TEP V 

DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE WORK 

Intrc•duction 

This thesis presents the detailed background 

development required for a ~ew experimental technique. 

It was shown that the method was viable and allowed for 

a simple means of probing the interparticle forces 
! 

present in a colloidal systems. It, however, presents 

more questions about the systems than this particular 
I 

study answ~:rs. F'c•r &?~,;~::tmp 1 €'!!: 

1) The ferrofluid composite systems show 
similar behavior, but what are the forces 
involved in these systems? 

2) It was seen that o~e can selectively 
c:\ggy·e!;,la·tt:::> these coliJ. oi dal ~::.ystem~sr at 
higher ionic strengths, therefore, can 
one carefully detail the barrier 
between the secondary and the primary 
mi r·1 :L m.::\? 

3) It was shown that the latex particles 
are difficult to work with in this 
type of experiment, i.e. the surface 
chemistries of the latex particles are 
not well defined? therefore, this study 
needs to be repeated with a particle 
that has a better defined surface 
chf.'?mi.st~-y. l\ncl, E·?~,;actly •,.,Jh,:\t (·:?f'f(,·?ct 
does changing the surface chemistry 
have on the interpa~ticle interaction? 

4) What effect does changing the pH, shape, 
etc. have on the interparticle interaction? 

140 
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5) What effect does adding free polymer, 
more surfactant, etc. have on the interparticle 
int(-::ractic•n? 

6) What effect does changing the medium 
have on the interactions? 

The ferrofluid composite systems have been of great 

1·:::os7·l I) · l:; 1 (1•:::ogl:i:" • 1·~-:.c3r·, W · ei· "1 . -' . , av1 t~~;, €·?··. .a. • . . . .1 ,~ .::tncJ . ;:.., c:.. , a"r" n<,~r, .. , . '"'· . 

C1985), Skjeltorp (1983, 1984 and 1985)]. 
t 

comprised of a ferrofluid C~ydrocarbon medium in which 
i 

ferrite particles on the or~er of 10 nm in size have 

been suspended) in which midron sized particles have 

been suspended, have been used in practical applications 

such as microwave polarizer~. These micron sized 

particles exhibit the same ~ype of behavior seen in the 

electric field study presented here when the field 1s 

applied in the parallel dir~ction as discussed in 

Therefore, by using a similar technique to 

the one employed in the electric field studies, one may 

probe the stabilization forces present in this system. 

A preliminary study wa~ conducted, where a similar 

experimental method was employed to study the 

in "tel'" part i c 1 e f c•r c es i f"l \IC•l ve:"'!;d b e-?·l; fw•een · thE· 111 j, c l'" a::•n ~;:; :i. z C·?c:l 

particles suspended in the f~rrofluid. 
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simple change at the sample platform the experimental 

apparatus given on page 67, one may easily obtain a 

separation versus applied field measurement, provided 

that a suitable sample maybe found. 

To conduct these magnetic field experiments the 

electric field providing apharatus must be exchanged for 

the following (Figure 52): 

a) a sample cell designed for the magnetic 
field e:'!:,;pf:rimEmt 

b) a Helmholtz coil 
c) a HP 6824 A DC Power Supply Amplifier. 

The Helmholtz coil was specifically designed for the 

experiment conducted. 

wrapping 365 turns of copper wire designed for electric 

motors - 22 gauge. Figure 53 provides the actual 

physical dimensions of the coil employed for this 

Figure 54 provides a plot of the field 

strength in Gauss versus the applied current in Amperes 

through the coil. 

Three types of samples were used in this 

preliminary investigation, PVT particles in a kerosene 

based ferrofluid and polymethylmethacrylate CPMMAl in 

both the kerosene based and in a toulene based 

ff.0l''r(::rfl ui cl .. Other samples were tried as well, for 

l) PS particles in the kerosene based fluid .. 

2) PVT pa.r·ticlr.::!s in thf.·? !tou.l(7?nf.·? b,3.·=.::.r.0d fluid. 

However, in both of these samples the hydrocarbon medium 
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Figure 52. The magnetic field apparatus. 
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Figure 53. The physical dimensions of the Helmholtz 
Coil used in the magnetic field study. 
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of the ferrofluid ultimately dissolved the colloidal 

particles Cthe PS or the PVT) suspended in them. The 

major difficulty preparing the samples used for this 

study was not the dissolving of some particles by the 

carrier fluid but that of suspending a particle shipped 

and stored in water in a hydrocarbon based fluid without 

water contamination. For this preliminary study, it is 

completely eliminated. 

The samples were made by placing a 10 ul drop of 
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the selected particle on a clean microscope slide. 

These particles were allowed to sit until the samples 

ferrofluid was dropped on the particles. The particles 

and the ferrofluid were mixed by using a clean glass 

stirring rod that had been rubbed with lens paper, 

(thus, charging the rod). This charged rod helped to 

lift the particles from the glass surface. 

methods of suspending the particles were tried, however, 

these techniques were not as successful as the charged 

rod m~"2thod. 

Once, the particles were resuspended in the 

. . 
mlC'(OSCOplC tht·? 

sample. The microscope slid• and cover slip comprised 

the sample cell used for thi~ investigation. This 

combination was sealed such that the same samples could 

be used for a variety of experimental tests. 

Several methods of sealing the sample cells were 

Some were as simple applying parafilm or silica 

grease to the edges of the cover slip 9 others required a 

series of parafilm wells sealed with various glues. 

However, the method determin~d to be the most successful 

was applying expoxy to the edges of the cover slip~ once 

the slip was in place, thus, permanently sealing the 

This method, although fine for this preliminary 

investigation 1 does present a major problem. 
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unable to control the thickness of the sample. The 

ferrofluids appear dark, thus if the samples are to 

thick one would be unable tm conduct light scattering 

experiments. By not controlling the thickness of the 

sample, one is also unable to control the number of 

layers of particles. In many model experiments [Warner, 

et. al. (1985), Skjeltorp (1984, 1985 and 1986)], one 

would like to have a monolayer of the suspended 

particles. With this type of sample cell, control of 

suspended particle concentration is almost impossible. 

The advantage ~f this cell i.s that it allows one to keep 

the same sample over an extended period of time. 
I 

Some 

of the samples are still us~able three years after 

preparat1on. 

The magnetic field expeYiments were conducted in 

the same manner as the applied electric field stud1es. 

The maximum field was applied, the sample was left for 

approximately thirty minutes: to allow for a diffraction 

pattern to form. A run was taken which is an average of 

10 scans. The form factor was divided out using the 

same computer program as that used in the electric field 

studies. Thus, particle separation versus applied field 

data were obtained. 

Qualitatively, the resu}ts of this preliminary 

study compare directly with the electric field studies. 

The particles form chains when a parallel magnetic t1eld 
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is applied. The average separation of the particles 

decreases as the field increases. The particles seem to 

be in a local equilibrium 1 i.e. the particles find their 

average separation quite rapidly, while the chain length 

is time dependent. Therefore, one can apply the Tonks' 

gas theory to this samples as was previously used in the 

electric field studies. Hystersis tests were conducted 

and no hystersis effects were observed. 

However, these samples did show some significant 

Figure Double chain configuration. 

differences. The particles rapidly respond to the 

applied field, however, the chain formation is slower 

than the electric field studies. This can be used to an 

advantage, if one were to study the aggregation kinetics 

of these systems. It would allow for a more detailed 

study of the initial steps of the aggregation. This 



slowing of chain formation is most likely due to the 

viscosity of the ferrofluid systems. 

Certain concentration effects were also noted. The 

double chain formation discussed earlier was observed 

(see F":igu·re ~5~3). This formation was only seen at the 

highest applied electric fields and 1n samples with a 

relatively high concentrations. The mechanism for this 

formation is not understood. 

in these systems. The ferrite particles are 10 nm in 

size, thus, as the particles approach one another 

particles of relatively large physical size must be 

There is some ev{dence in these ferrofluid 

composites that one can see this exclusion. Thus:., on£'2 

may be able to examine these systems in a manner similar 

to t h,::\t usf:~d by Horn, E·t. al . ( 1 ·::Jf:30 ;:md 19E{O) in h :i. ~s 

solvation studies. 

In order to conduct such studies, one must 

eliminate certain problems. First, a better sample cell 

must be designed such that the samples can be keep for a 

long period of time where the thickness of the sample 

can be controlled and one can light scatter through the 

The sample cell also must placed in a magnetic 

field without interfering with the field or the results. 

Secondly, the problems of water contamination and 

particle carrier fluid interactions must be eliminated. 
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There is some evidence that the PVT particles swell when 

placed in the kerosene based fluid and must be 

considered in further studies. Thirdly, one must 

account for the repulsive interaction between the 

particles. 

The sample cell design is a fairly simple problem 

to overcome, however, the other problems are much more 

difficult to solve. The problem of water contamination 

as well as particle swelling may be overcome simply by 

finding a particle that is well characterized suspended 

in a medium in which a ferrofluid produced. There are 

several hydrocarbon media used for the ferrofluids, as 

well as many new water based ferrofluids. When this 

study was conducted, the water based ferrofluids were 

not very well behaved nor did they have strong 

interactions with the fields. There are new water based 

fluids in which some of these problems have been 

corrected. The last problem, the nature of the particle 

repuls1on, is not as easily addressed. If the particles 

were suspended in a water based system, the repulsion 

would most likely be the double-layer interaction seen 

in the electric field studiss. If the particles are 

suspended in a hydrocarhon based fluid, the problem is a 

little more difficult, 1.e. there may be a double-layer 

type of repulsion or just a strict coulomb type 

repulsion, but these must be examined. The problem of 
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water contamination makes a reasonable estimate of the 

type of repulsion present extremely difficult, i.e. one 

can not estimate the parameters involved in order to 

make valid assessments of the data obtained. 

With the knowledge gained by the electric field 

studies, one can attack the problems presented in these 

magnetic studies. Thus, these studies seem to have a 

great deal of potential to adding to our understanding 

of the intejparticle interacts that are present. By 

using this background, one could easily extended this 

particular study into a meaningful and insightful 

:i. nvest i ~J,:':l.t ion.· 

One of the_ qualitative observations made when 

investigating the effects of varying the ionic strength 

was that there seemed to be a region were one could 

selectively aggregate the colloidal systems and form 

permanent chains. In this region the samples of 

particles mixed with the ionic solution were stable 

until a particular applied field was reached. Thi ~::. 

selective aggregation occurred over a range of ionic 

strengths differing only in the strength of the field 

required to produce the aggregation. It :i. ·:::. f ,,.? 1 t t h;0.t: 

this may be a means to fully characterize the barrier 

between the primary and secondary minima. 
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This permanent chaining behavior is also of great 

particle interest. These permanent chains may be used 

in some applied application~ such as filters~ 

Therefore, by carefully examining the 

nature of this controlled interaction, one may be able 

to develop useful devices. 

As stated in the previdus chaptersv this study was 

fairly limited, it only focused on the affects of 

varying ionic strength. Thus, other experimental 

parameters can easily varied. One of the most logical 

parameters to vary is that of pH. By changing the pH of 

the solution one can effectively modify the surface 

chemistry of the latex part1cle. There are particles 

commercially ava1lable where the surface charge is 

dependent on the pH allowing one to go from a negatively 

charged particle to a positively charged one. 

Several other particles could be used such as 

silica, inorganometallic, or coated particles. By 

varying the particles one may drastically vary the 

particle charge, surface chemistry, shape, and particle 

Therefore, on~ may more thoroughly 

test the present theories reiating the particle 

in tel" action~::." 
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also, investiqate the effects of addinq 
' -

I 

free polymer, surfactant, etic. to the solution. By 

understanding the nature of the interparticle 

interactions, one may be able to investigate the effects 

of these additives on the surface chemistries of a 

variety of particles. 

C•:•nc 1 us:i on~;; 

This particular method allows for a variety of 

<:\pplio::ations. The numbel" of1 studies capable of 

investigation are countless; however, the method does 

have its limitations. It is a light scattering 

technique,_ and therefore, the choice of the particle 

must be carefully considered. It must have a very 

narrow particle sized distribution, and the shape of the 

particle must be well define~ such that the particle 

form factor may be easily determined. 

Non-aqueous samples need further investigation. 

The means of applying the field, either electric or 

magnetic, must be carefully considered. 

one of the studies strongly suggested by the author is 

to attempt full characterization of the interparticle 

interactions responsible for.the drastic results 
' 

observed in electrorhelogical fluids. These fluids are 

comprised of silica particle$ suspended in a silica 
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based oil; therefore a high voltage DC field must be 

applied. Thus, th1s type of study may require changes 

in the experimental design to accommodated this type of 

applied field. 

This author suggests that the next logical step in 

this investigation is to repeat the presented study here 

with a particle that is even better defined that the 

2.12 um PVT sample. The latex particles have extremely 

difficult surface chemistries to characterize. They are 

highly dependent on the batch, the method of cleaning, 

the age of the sample, the conditions under which the 

samples are stored, etc. (This information has been 

verified by the manufacturer, and the laboratory which 

provided the dielectrophert~c measurements for the 

manufacturer.) Thus, a well defined inorganometallic 

particle is suggested. 

Following the previously suggested study, the next 

logical step would be to investigate the effects of 

varying pH, followed by varying the surface group of the 

particle, i.e. look at sterically stabilized particles 

and particles with surface chemistries composed of 

amines, proteins, carboxyl groups, etc. all of which are 

spherical and commercially available. 

Therefore, it is the opinion of the author that a) 

the technique is extremely viable from an applications 

point of view as well as a fundamental tool of 
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investigation, and b) several further investigations 

should be conducted in order to fully understand the 

interparticle interaction involved over a large range of 

colloidal systems. 
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APPENDIX A 

These are the computer programs designed for use on 

the Apple lie computer. The first program written by 

Jerry Mertz is designed to collect the data obtained 

from an experimental scan. The second program written 

by F. K. Wood is a composite program that allows one to 

print a hard copy of the scan, superimpose several 

different scans, obtain intensity measurements, and 

locate local maxima. The third program also written by 

F. K. Wood divides two scans, i.e. this program was used 

to divide the form factor out of the total scan. 
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100 REM !INTEGER* 
1 1 0 REi"-1 

COMPILED BASIC AI13 INTE 
RFACE 

120 HIMEM: 32768 
122 LOMEM: 16384 
1 25 TEXT : Hm··1E 
130 DS = CHRS (4) 
1 40 D H-1 A:·'~ ( 1 0 0 1 ) • B~': ( 501 > 
150 PRINT DS"BLOAD GETAI13.TRIGG 

ER~ASSOOO" 

155 PRINT "INPUT GAIN--~---" 
156 INPUT GAIN 
160M= 500: REM NUMBER OF DATA 

PO I t'lT!::; 
170 SLOT= 5: REM AI13 IN SLOT 

5 
175 REM DEFINE ALL VARIABLES HE 

RE FOR APPLESOFT 
180 ARRYPTR = O:FINIS = O:X = O:I 

= O:LOC = O:CHAN = O:SET = 
O:S9 = 0:88 = O:Zl = 0 

1 85 FOR I = 1 TO SO :A$ = A·$ + " 
" : NEXT 

186 (:'$ = II !I 

1 8 7 A$ = AS + c H F~$ ( 1 3 ;. + II • II 

189 FOR I = 1 TO 500:BX<I> = 0: NEXT 

1 -;;:· 0 R El''1 

***** FIND ARRA\·· 

200 AX<O> = - 9999: REM 
RA·y· t·'IARI<ER 

205 REM FOR APPLESOFT PEEl< 107 
AND 108 

206 REM FOR TASC PEEl< 123 AND 1 
24 

210 ARRYPTR = PEEl< <123) + PEEl< 
(124) * 256 

220 FINIS= ARRYPTR + 500: REM 
RANGE OF SEARCH 

230 FOR I = ARRYPTR TO FINIS 
240 X= PEEK (1) 
250 IF X < > 216 THEN 280 
260 X= PEEK CI + 1) 
270 IF X= 241 THEN LOC = 1 :I = 

F HH S: REI''1 GOT LOCATION 



2':30 NE><T I 
2'7'0 PRINT 
:=:oo IF LDC = 0 THEt··.J PRINT "NOT 

FOUND" 
:310 PRJt-..JT "LOCATION = "LOC 
320 PRINT PEEK ( LOC) II " PEEK ( 

LOC + 1 ) 
:330 REt··! 

***** PACK ARRAY. 

340 A%(0) = SLOT 
:=:so A;.-;<1) = - M 
370 CHAN = 0 
380 SET = CHAI'-l + 16 * GAihl 
3'7'0 FOR I = 1 TO 500 
392 A%<2 * I) =SET 
410 NEXT I 
420 REI·'! 

***** SET ARRAY. LOCATION 

430 POKE 8~LOC - INT <LOC / 256 
) * 256: POKE '7'~ INT CLOC / 
256) 

440 REI'1 

*****CALL AI13 

480 PRINT DS"PR#l": PRINT AS: PRINT 
DS"PR#O" 

490 CALL :32852 
510 REH 

******* CALCULATE SUMS 

520 S9 = 32767:S8 = 0 
530 FOR I = 1 TO 500 

55'7! I F S'?' > E::.··~ ( u THEI"··l 
) 

560 I F !3E: < E:~-·; ( I ) THEI---l 
) 

570 NE><T I 
575 Zl = CS8 - S9) / 160 
576 IF Zl = 0 THEN Zl = 
5:30 REt'·! 

~=:·?· = s; ... ; < 

~;8 = E:~--·~ ( 

I 

I 

:LGC 



*******PLOT 
590 HI3F<: 
600 HCOLOF:= 3 
610 FOR I = 1 TO 180 
620 Y = (8%(2 * I> - 89> / Zl 
625 IF Y < 0 OR Y > 160 THEN 635 

630 HPLOT I , ··( 
635 y· = < 8/~ ( 2 * I + 1 ) - 89) ....... Z 1 

636 IF Y < 0 OR Y > 160 THEN 640 

.5:37 HPLOT I~ 19 ·y 
~.40 NE><T I 
660 REtv1 

******* INQUERIES 

665 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
: PRINT : PRINT PRINT PRINT 
: PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
: PRINT 

666 PRINT 88~89 
670 PRINT "ANOTHER RUN?--ENTER 1 

" 
680 INPUT Z 1 
690 IF 21 = 1 THEN 200 
700 PRINT "SAVE DATA?--ENTER 1" 
710 INPUT Z 1 
720 IF Z 1 < > 1 THEN :=: 1 0 
7::::0 Pi=': I t··.JT " INPUT FILE NAt-··1E --NUt,·18 

ER" 
740 INPUT C·$ 
750 PRINT DS"OP~N"C$ 
760 PRINT DS"WRITE"C$ 
770 FOR I = 1 TO 500 
780 PR I t··.JT s;.t; ( I ) 
7'7'0 t··.JE:\T I 
800 PRINT DS"CLOSE" 
810 PRINT "KEEP 130ING?--ENTER 1" 

820 INPUT Z 1 
830 IF Z1 = 1 THEN 189 
1000 Ef"-.J[:t 
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JLISTPRMO 
JLIST 

1 LOMEM: 1 6384 
2 H lt'1Et·1: 36864 
10 REM "THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNE 
D FOR PLOTTING DATA TAKEN WI 
TH DR. ACKER SONS PRORAt1 TMPY 
7" 
20 REM "THIS PROGRAM USES DATA 
COMPLIED USING FIL.COMP PROG 
RAM" 
30 REt'1 "HOl.,JEVER, DUE TO THE NAT 
URE OF THIS PROGRAM ANY FILE 

SAVED USING DF<:. ACKER~:ONS P 
ROGRAtv1 Tt'1P\7 MAY BE USED II 

40 D$ = CHR"$· ( 4) 

50 G = 10 
60 DIM NC500): DIM 8$(500) 
65 Ditv1 M<500) 
70 REM "THIS PROGRAt1 PLOTS ACTU 
AL DATA AND EXPANDS THE 1-JI Ev..l 

REGION" 
80 X1 = O:X2 = 4000 
90 PRINT "VERSION 1 - ALLOl.JS YOU 

TO SET D!l)l SI ON FACTOR G AN 
D ALLOWS YOU THE OPTION TO S 
ET t·1A>< ~JALUE AND t1 IN ~JALUE II 

100 INPUT QDO YOU WANT VERSION 1 
<O=NO ,1='(ES)";U 

110 IF U = 1 THEN GOTO 660 
120 INPUT "READ FILE?" ;C"$ 
130 PRINT D$"0PEN"C$ 
140 PRINT D$"READ"C$ 
150 FOR L = 1 TO 500 
160 INPUT 8·$( L) 
170 NEXT L 
180 PRINT D$"CLOSE" 
190 FOR P = 1 TO 500 
200 W1 = VAL C8$(P)) 
210 W3 = I_.,Jl / G 
220 NCP) = 1978 - W3 
230 NEXT F' 
240 IF t'1C = 1 THEN 300 
250 FOR L = 1 TO 500 
260 X = N<U 
270 IF X1 < X THEN Xl = X 
280 IF X2 > X THEN X2 = X 
290 NEXT L 
300 PRINT "X1 = ";Xl 
310 PRINT "X2 = ";X2 
320 INP~T "SUPER-IMPOSE PLOT";Rl 
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330 IF R1 = THEN 360 
340 HGR 
350 HCOLOR= 3 
360 FOR I = 50 TO 300 
370 Y3 = N<I> - X2 
380 Y = Y3 / <Xl - X2> 
385 M<I> = Y 
400 Y = 155 - <155 * Y) 
410 Z = I - 50 
420 HPLOT Z,Y 
430 NEXT I . 
440 HPLOT 0,0 TO 0,155 
450 HPLOT 0,155 TO 250,155 
460 HPLOT 0,0 TO 5,0 
470 FOR Q = 1 TO 10 
480 Al = 15.5 * Q 
490 Y = A1 
500 HPLOT O,Y TO 5,Y 
510 A2 = 25 * Q 
520 X = A2 
530 HPLOT X, 1 50 TO X, 1 55 
540 NEXT Q 
550 INPUT "DO YOU WANT A PRINT 0 
UT"; C3 
560 IF C3 
570 PRINT 
580 PRINT 
590 PRINT 
600 PRINT 
610 PRINT 
620 PF.:INT 
625 INPUT 

= 0 THEN 625 
CHF.:$ <4>;"PR#1" 
CHR$ ( 9) ; II GD II 

II t1AX VALUE II ;X1 
II t-11 N ~)ALLIE II ; X2 
C$ 

CHR$ (4);"PR#0 11 

II DO YOU 'l.VI SH TO I DENT I 
FY INTENSITIES? 11 ;R9 
627 IF F.:9 = 1 THEN 920 
630 INPUT "YOU WISH A SECOND FIL 
E?";R2 
640 IF R2 = 1 THEN 100 
650 u = (I 

660 IF U = 0 THEN GOTO 730 
670 INPUT "NO. OF DATA PTS";G 
680 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO SET MA 
>< AND t'1I N? II ; t'lC: 
690 IF MC = 0 THEN GOTO 120 
700 INPUT "t··1A>< = II ; Xl 
710 INPUT "MIN= ";X2 
720 GOTO 120 
730 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO IDENTI 
FY PEAI-<~8 11 ; R2 
740 IF R2 = 0 THEN 2000 
750 INPUT "BEGINING OF REGION"; 
R3 



760 INPUT "END OF REGION ";R4 
770 L6 = 155 
780 FOR Z = R3 TO R4 
790 Ll = N<Z> - X2 
800 L2 = L1 / CX1 - X2> 
810 IF L2 > .1 THEN L2 = .1 
820 L3 = 155- <155 * 10 * L2> 
830 IF L6 > L3 THEN L6 = L3 
840 IF L3 = L6 THEN 81 = Z 
850 NEXT Z 
860 PRINT " X VALUE OF PEAK IS " 
;81 
870 PRINT " RELATll..JE INTENSITY * 

10 ";L6 
880 INPUT "DO YOU WISH ANOTHER R 
EGION";R6 
890 IF R6 = 1 THEN 750 
'?00 INPUT "YOU WISH A SECot-·m FI L 
E? ";R2 
·? 10 IF R2 = 1 THEN 100 
'7'20 INPUT "DATA PO I t'-H? " ; 1-) 1 
930 INPUT "HARD COPY? ";V2 
940 IF V2 = 0 THEN 1000 
950 PRINT CHRS <4>;"PR#1" 
9t.O PRINT "DATA PT. ";l)l 
970 PRINT M<Vl> 
980 PRINT CHR$ <4>;"PR#O" 
1000 PRINT M<Vl) 
1010 GOTO 625 
2000 END 
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JUST 

1 LOMEt1: 16384 
2 HI t·1Et1: :=:6864 
40 D$ = CHR$ (4) 
50 G = 10 
60 DIM N<500): DIM 8$(500) 
70 DIM SC500): DIM A$(500) 
75 DIM Q(500) 
80 X1 = O:X2 = 4000 
110 IF U = 1 THEN GOTO 660 
120 INPUT "READ FILE"?" ;C$ 
122 K$ = C$ 
125 PRINT D$"0PEN 11 C$ 
130 PRINT D$ 11 F~EAD" C$ 
135 FOR L = 1 TO 500 
140 INPUT 8$(L) 
142 NEXT L 
144 PRINT D$ 11 CLtJ:::;E" 
1 46 INPUT 11 STURCTURE FACT OF~ FILE 
II ;C$ 
148 PRINT D$"0PEN 11 C$ 
150 PRINT 0$"READ 11 C$ 
155 FOR L = 1 TO 500 
160 INPUT A$( U 
165 NEXT L 
180 PRINT O·$" CLOSE" 
190 FOR P = 1 TO 500 
200 l.o..l1 = 'JAL (8$(P)) 
205 V = VAL (A$<P>> 
210 l-<.13 = l.o.J1 / G 
215 VQ = J...J / G 
220 N<P> = 2005 - W3 
225 S<P> = 2005 - VQ 
230 t·..JE><T P 
250 FOR L = 1 TO 500 
255 K = 1 
260 X = N<L> 
270 IF Xi < X THEN Xl = X 
280 IF X2 > X THEN X2 = X 
281 IF K = 2 THEN 290 
282 IF K = 1 THEN X = SCL) 
284 IF K = 1 THEN K = 2 
286 GOTO 270 
2'?0 NEXT L 
300 PRINT 11 X1 = ";Xl 
310 PRINT 11 X2 = ";X2 
320 R1 = 0 
330 IF R1 = 1 THEN 360 
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340 HGR 
350 HCOLOR= 3 
360 FOR I = 50 TO 300 

I 

365 IF S < I ) = 0 ;THEN y:;: = 0 
366 IF 8(1)·= 0 THEN GOTO 380 
370 Y3 = N<I> / ~Cl) 
380 Y = Y3 / <X1 - X2> 
385 F = Y 
390 IF Y > .005 THEN Y = .005 
400 Y = 155- (155 * 200 * Y> 
410 Z = I - 50 
420 HPLOT Z,Y 
430 NEXT I 
440 HPLOT 0 , 0 TO 0 , 1 55 
450 HPLOT 0,155 TO 250,155 
460 HPLOT 0,0 TO 5,0 
470 FOR Q = 1 TO 10 
480 A1 = 15.5 * Q 
4'7'0 Y = A1 
500 HPLOT O,Y TO 5,Y 
510 A2 = 25 * Q 
520 X = A2 
530 HPLOT ><, 1 50 TO X, 155 
540 NE>:T Q 
570 PRINT 
580 PRINT 
590 PRINT 
600 PRINT 
~.1 0 PRINT 
~.20 PRINT 
630 INPUT 
E'?";R2 

CHR$ ( 4) ; II PR# 1 It 
CHR~ ( 9) ; 11 GD" 

It t'1A)< VALUE II ; X 1 
II r·1 IN ··JALUE " ; ><2 
f<$ 

CHF':f$ ( 4) j II PF;#O II 

11 YOJ WISH A SECOND 
I 

640 IF R2 = 1 THEN 120 
920 END 

FIL 
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APPENDIX B 

When measuring the sepa~ation of the first order 
i 

diffracted maxima from the z~roth order maxima, there is 

an experimental measurement error. The measurement is 

in error by ~ 0.02 em. We no~ give an example 

comparison of this error with respect to other errors, 

consider separation of 6.45 ·~ 0.02 em when the screen is 

located 21.0 em away from the sample. The scattering 

angle is determined to be 12.72 degrees. 

•:arYied thYC•ugh pYoduces an eYYo;:Jr in the angle of ~ 0.04 

degrees. Using this scatte~ing angle, the average 

center' to center separation is determined to be 

2.16 ± 0.005 urn, however", the data is repoYted to+ 0.01 

urn and in the lowest ionic ~trength measuYement the data 
! 

is YepoYted to ~ 0.02 um to account foy the greater 

effects of kinking or bending at this ionic 

stYength. This scatteYing angle pYoduces a k 

<k = <4 n I A) sin 12. 72) cof (4. 37 + 0. 02) ~,; 106 m- 1 • 
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APPENiDIX C 

I 
These are the computer programs used to evaluate 

the Tonks' theory for vario~s pair potentials. The 

first program contains a simple form for the potential, 
I 

the dipole - hard sphere interaction. The second and 

third programs are slightly :m•::.dified and •:•:•ntain the 

more complex forms of the potential. 

This program was tested to ensure accurate results. 

The independence of the results on the Laplace variable 

s (concentration) was checked by running the program 

using the same parameters at different values of s; for 

example, .001, .01 and .1 w~re used for most of these 

tests. Integrations excluded the primary minimum region 

up to the maximum point in the potential barrier. This 

was done to ensure that the integration did not 

improperly weight the primary minima since we observe no 

coagulation for our experimental conditions, however, in 

most cases the integration step size solved this 

pr•::.bl em. The integration step size was also tested to 

ensure that the stability of the results. 
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1v TONKS GAS SCATTERING CALCULATION 
~v CONCENTRATION 

40 FOR IS = 1 TO 3 
50 POTENTIAL PARAMETERS (ASSUMING HARD SPHERE AT AJ 
SO ' DIPOLE PDT AT A TIMES KT 

75 FOR IB = 1 TO 6 
80 ' STEPS IN POTENTIAL INTEGRATION 
·::;,cj j\.\ :::: :1. 0 0 0 
100 ' INTEGRATION STEP 
:1. 10 D/ :::: 1.0/!\i 
120 ' LOOP OVER K VALUES 
:l. ~~~c) F·r-;:~ r r·~rr ~~ c:Cll\!C: r::·cJrl:::l\fl" :t t=·,L.. i::-,l"lr=· 

F'DTE:l'!T I i\1.... (,1''1F' 
150 FOR I = 1 TO 30 
150 K = 2*3.14159*(1+1/20-I/100) 
170 ' LOOP FOR SPATIAL INTEGRATION 
:~ ~3(1 ~3() ..... n 

.:::: .:. •• •• J F. C::l F:~ J =:~= t ~r Cl 1\~ 

;:::2C) \ ::" J ;r, DX +· :1. 

230 ' LAPLACE TRANSFORM FORM 

250 ' DIPOLAR ATTRACTION 
::;~f.:; i) ·r ~:: ::::: I-3 ./ X .. / X ./ X 

280 ' PARTIAL INTEGRAND 

320 ' REAL PSI SUM 
330 81=S1+T9*CDS(K*X) 
340 ' IMAGtNARY PSI SUM 

::~:C .. C• i\l [: X T .. T 
~370 ¥ ·r;J·ri;l .... P!··l I 
380 SO=SO+CEXP(-V))/V 
:::::·:Kl 1 T'ClT/,,l.. F:Et,i.. .. PE: I. 

410 ' TOTAL IMAGINARY PSI 

430 ' INTENSITY DENOMINATOR 

460 N1=SO*SO-Sl*Sl-S2*S2 
,::j. ·:7 (; ~J I l...,.! T' E::: J"'·.J :::;:: I ·r ···-t 

490 PRINT V,B,K,S9 
500 LPRINT V,B,K,89 

~:.; :_:::: 0 1\J 1::: \ T I ·:~ 
:I.UCO Fl'lD 

I<~··· '\) i~\ L.l..J E:: 
I<' ..... t\_..1 t\ l.,_ LJ !::~ 

i"7r:;: 
J, I ;;J 



10 TONKS GAS SCATTERING CALCU~ATION 
20 CONCENTRATION 1 

50 ' POTENTIAL PARAMETERS CASSW~ING HARD SPHERE AT A) 
~.:5 ~:s o ~=· r::: ::'" 1 ~s 

I 60 ' DIPOLE PDT AT A TIMES KT 
52 ~o IS THE COEFFICENT OF THE 
53 'Q IS THE POT TIMES KT 

f':CP\..Ji..Fi It . .)!:: PUT 

57 IF 19 - 1 THEN KAPPA= 159000' 
58 IF 19 = 2 THEN KAPPA - 307000' 
69 IF I9 = 3 THEN KAPPA - 884000' 
'7 c F! :::: 1 t.:, 
71 IF 19 = 4 THEN KAPPA - 2680000! 

75 FOR IB = 1 TO 5 
80 ' STEPS IN POTENTIAL INTEGRATION 

1 ' INTEGRATION STEP 

"i .··:· ~ -· ·, 
.l, .:: •• ' . .' ' LOOP OVER K VALUES 

150 FOR I = 1 TO 65 

r:-n·r[::l\IT I/:,!._ ~~,,!,.IF' 

F:·crrt]··.JT I t\1... r-\i'-'!P 

160 K = 2*3.14159*(1+1/20-I/250) 
170 1 LOUP FOR SPATIAL INTEGRATION 

:!. ·::J () ~:::; :1. :~:: () 

:;~~ () () ~::3 :;~~ ::::: () 

210 FOR J = 1 TO N 
··:···;·(··. ;< ::: . .J ·5~· D X+· :1. 

230 ' LAPLACE TRANSFORM FORM 
:;;~ ,::j. (; ·r :1. :::: E: >< F· ( ... _ ~\···'·K X ) 
250 ' DIPOLAR ATTRACTION 
::~:c.o T::::::::: (D./>:/-' X.-· / ) 

l<··· .. 'v'/>,I...I..JE 

264 ZQ = EXP(-4*.000106*KAPPA*CX-1))/(32~(X-1)) 

17E. 

:?t::.!5 z [) ::::: z C! ·+· ( ::::::" :!. :L :~::·;~;- ( :l. +· ( :i. l::) :l. II 1.-~i- <:X. ·:!. ) ) .. · .. ( :~: ./ ::~::) ) ,•'•, ( ..... :~:: ./::-:::) ) ....... .···:,:; I ! ... \ · .. 

:? ·::) () ·r ·:::: ::::: ·r :1. ·::·::- ·r :::::·>::·:C) :~< 

;;:: (H:) ,. F' i-f I E: I.J !·,·: 

320 ' REAL PSI SUM 
330 S1=Sl+TS*CDSCY~X} 
340 ' IMAGINARY PSI SUM 



370 ' TOTAL PHI 
380 SO=SO+(EXPC-V))/V 
390 ' TOTAL REAL PSI 

410 TOTAL IMAGINARY PSI 

430 ' INTENSITY DENOMINATOR 

450 INTENSITY 

470 ' INTENSITY 
480 S9=N1/D 
490 PRINT V,B,K,S9 
500 LPRINT V,B,K,S9 
510 NEXT I 
520 B = B - 2 
530 NEXT IB 
1000 END 

177 



20 ' CONCENTRATIC~ 

50 POTENTIAL PARAMETERS CASSUMING HARD SPHERE AT Al 
~j ~':! C! F' I? :::: 2 ~~.! 0 
GO ' DIPOLE POT AT A TIMES ~T 
62 'Q IS THE CDEFFICENT OF THE REPULSIVE POT 
63 'Q IS THE POT TIMES KT 
64 FOR I9 = 3 TO 4 

67 IF I9 - ~ THEN KAPPA= 159000' 
68 IF 19 = 2 THEN KAPPA.- 307000' 
69 IF I9 = ~ THEN KAPPA - 884000! 
'70 B ": :L C. 
71 IF I9 = 4 THEN KAPPA - 2580000 1 

75 FOR IB = 1 TO 7 
80 ' STEPS IN POT8~TIAL INTEbRATION 
·:::, r··, t··· .. l ::::: l ()(H) 

100 1 INTEGRATION STEP 
·'· .l. 0 :OX "" J. 0/N 
120 1 LOOP OVER K VALUES 
L ~:::() F'R I !"-.iT II CDI'·-.IC 
1·=:!-0 I __ F'F: I NT II COI\IC 
150 FOR I = 1 TO 50 

POTEI\IT I r-\.1.._ i\1'·/!F' 
r:·cJTEfiT I l<\1... (\I'1F' 

160 K = 2*3.14159*(1+1/20-I/~50) 
170 ' LOOP FOR SPATIAL INTEG~ATION 

210 FOR J = 1 TO N 
2:?0 X :::: J·l<'·DX-+ 'L 

230 ' LAPLACE TRANSFORM FORM 
? .::!. () T :1. '"' F: :;< r::· ( .. -. '··./ ·li· >< ) 

250 ' DIPOLAR ATTRACTION 
::;:: (::_, () T ::-J =:~ ( :c: ./ }:~ ./ X ./ X ) 

l< ·····'·-./ t:\ L. tJ r:::: 
1<·····\...'l-\!.. .. l..J[~ 

~b~ Z = Q+LOGC1+EXP(-KAPPA*.000202*(\-1))) 
2 (:::.4 Z Q:::: :L ... ::J.E --·1. ::::/ C 2 4 ·l<:· ( :< ···· 1 ) ·l(-.::t .. :. :L E ····· :i. ·=l :• 
265 1~ =T3 - Z + ZQ 

280 ' PARTIAL INTEGRAND 

320 ' REAL PSI SUM 
330 S1=S1+T9*COSCK*X) 
340 ~ IMAGINARY PSI SUM 
350 S2=S2+T9+SINCK*X) 
::-::t-.:.o !\.tE:XT } 
:::: '? U ~ T C! ·r ,:\ L. f::•t .. ·i I 

178 



380 SO=SO+(EXPC-Vll/V 
390 ' TOTAL REAL PSI 
400 Sl=Sl+CEXPC-Vl)*(V*CDS(K)-K*BINCK))/(V*V+K*K) 
.:!:tU ' TDTi\L. If"'I/~(3I!···U\F:\· F=·:.::;T 

430 ' INTENSITY DENOMINATOR 

4'":!0 '' I I\! TENSITY 
460 Nl=SO*S0-81*81-82*82 
,::!--70 ' I !".ITEI'·-.!8 I TY 
·l U 0 f.-l ·::' :::: l\.1 1 / D 
490 PRINT V,B,K,89 
500 LPRTNT V,B,K,S9 
'.:: :. 0 NE: X ·r I 

,,, :.::.: o i\! E: < T :~ n 
1:5 .:;. 0 i'·.l E:: X ·r I ·:::, 
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